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Transcripts to label sex offenders
By STUART JOHNSON
Editor-in-Chief

The Winona State University Student Senate recently passed a resolution proposing that students who are
convicted of sexual assault would
have a notation indicating the crime
on their transcript.
The proposal, entitled "Sexual
Assault Documentation Resolution,"
has come to light because of the growing concern over the number of attempted rapes and sexual assaults in
general, not only on this campus but

others as well.
Student Senator Lowell Fassett
said, "We are fully behind this resolution, for its main goal is to protect
students and community members."
The transcript notation would only
be given to other universities when
requested—not prospective employers.
The proposal was first recognized
by the senate when a similar policy
was being implemented into the St.
Cloud State University (SCSU) program.
The senate's version is mostly simi-

lar to SCSU's. But, significant differences between the two exist.
One difference involves including all people as potential victims of
sexual assault, not just women—
though they are the more likely to be

victimized by sexual assault or sexual
harassment.
Also, the WSU version does not
specify when the notation would be
removed. At SCSU, the notation is
deleted after graduation.
Jill Ciliberto, affirmative action
officer for SCSU, says that she believes the SCSU's program will be

effective in protecting students at
other universities where offenders
may attend.
"We want to let schools know the
history of students that may endanger other students," she said.
Ciliberto said that, under the Freedom of Information Act, an administrator would be unable to attain the
information regarding an offense of a
prospective student from their former
school. The notation would act as a
red flag only indicating that expulsion had occurred due to disciplinary
actions, not stating the offense itself.
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Gov. Carlson
proposes
wage freeze

Soul food
dinner
feast

Tempers
-flare

The student, at the request of the
university to whom he/she is applying, would then have release the docu-

Tamberlain Jacobs/Photo Editor
Rev. James C. Price from Rochester sang the Black National Anthem along with everyone else at the Soul Food
dinner that was held last Saturday evening In the Smaug.

On January 26, Minnesota Governor Arne Carlson
proposed a one-year freeze on the salaries of all public
employees in the state.
Carlson proposed the pay-freeze as a solution to the
state's current budget problems. The governor said that
this freeze would prevent increases in taxes, as well as
allowing the state to retain many popular programs.
In proposing his budget idea to a joint session of the
state legislature, Gov. Carlson said that the state's employees need to show restraint and give up salary increases for this year.
However, the pay freeze could have an adverse effect
on many state departments, including the state university
system.
"Unhappy workers are not real productive workers.
One only needs to look at the highway patrol to see that,"
said Russ Stanton, the Director of Governmental Relations for the Interfaculty Organization which serves the

See Wage Freeze, page 6

Faculty senate backs funding plan
By SHELLI PAL LSON
News Reporter

Vote opposes sports budget cuts

During a three-hour faculty senate meeting der the proposed model, funding would be this pilot study.
on February 8, the senators voted in favor of based not only on enrollment but also on how
He also informed the senate that Governor
supporting the Winona State University well administrators manage resources and ac- Carlson encouraged the proposal and assigned
administration in their efforts to change the complish goals.
it to the Higher Education Committee for furcurrent funding formula.
The proposed model also offers full state ther study.
The proposal, introduced into the senate by funding of inflation increases. A two-year pilot
Later in the metting, Rosemary Boyd, head
Vice President Doug Sweetland, includes a study implementing this model is included in coach of the WSU women's gymnastics team,
potential model for the state of Minnesota to the proposal.
along with seven gymnasts and the vice presiadopt for higher education.
Each pilot institution would retain its fiscal dent of student senate, asked for the faculty
The model would enforce greater budget year 93 funding and be provided with $700,000 senate's opposition to the proposed sports cuts.
stability and focus on quality rather than what if the institutions agree to increase graduation According to athletic Director Steve Juaire,
President Krueger calls the "how many" and freshman retention rates by two percent, there is a major trend in the country going away
approach. The "how many" approach refers to increase commitment toacademic capital equip- from gymnastics that is now heading toward
how many students are enrolled, how many ment, library materials, and staff education by soccer.

credits are being generated, and how many
programs are being offered.
The current "how many" funding formula is
based on enrollment measured by credit hour,
which causes major budget fluctuations. Un-

ten percent, and demonstrate increased stuHe also claimed that the closest NCAA Divident satisfaction with their education as mea- sion H team is in Texas.

program and Winona Senior High School's 40member, recently state-bound team.
She also stated that the WSU team has the
opportunity to compete against numerous colleges in the Midwest including LaCrosse,
Hamline, and Gustavas Adolphus, with the
furthest competition being seven hours away.
The point of equality in men's and women's
sports was also brought up by Boyd when she
informed the faculty senate that several gymnasts were looking into filing complaint forms
dealing with discrimination against the university.
After thirty minutes of emotional debate,
the faculty senate voted unanimously in favor
of supporting the gymnastics team in their
fight to keep WSU women's gymnastics alive.

sured by student surveys.
In response to this, Boyd cited that gymnasAccording to Vice President Sweetland, tics is going strong, particularly in this commuWinona State University may be considered for nity with 300 children involved in the YWCA

See Faculty Senate, page 3
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M*A*S*H's Mike Farrell Student 'community
board discusses
explains show wasn't
cultural diveristy
Student just another acting job
By JENN NEUSER
News Reporter

Senate

By ROB SELTZNER
News Reporter

M*A* 3*H was really about the triumph of

Today's student senate meeting is canceled because student
senators and other students are at
the State Capitol for Lobby Day

Mike Farrell, who played B.J. Hunnicut on the TV
series M*A*S*H for eight years, spoke on human rights

the human spirit and some of the horrors
of war, Farrell said.
Mike Farrell

Clubs and organizations must
turn in r Mr. WSU applications
- today by 4:00 p.m.. If there are
less than twelve applications the
event will be cancelled.
One senate position is open. If
interested, please apply in the student senate office by noon of Feb.
17.
Congratulations to Senator
Beth Risser who is the Senator of
the Month.

Feb. 2 in Somsen Auditorium as the Winona State
University Lyceum Series speaker.
Farrell is now involved in international human rights
and is also part of many organizations including CONCERN, an international refugee and aid program.
UPAC President Joe Reed made a brief opening
statement welcoming Farrell and thanking him for
coming.
Farrell is a South St. Paul native whose family moved
to Hollywood where he started his acting career.
"I've been fortunate enough as a result of this kind
of luck that has descended on me in becoming a known
person in our society. One of the things that happens is
that you get the opportunity to do and take part in a lot
of things. I've made some choices, as we all do. One of
my choices has been to involve myself in some issues
and organizations that don't get a lot of attention and
try to help them through the cameras and microphones
and other focuses of attention that are on me," Farrell
said.

Farrell described his job as an "ambassadorial" function in that he goes to where organizations are working
and gets them media attention.
Farrell answered questions about his experience on
M*A*S*1-1, calling it the most powerful, extraordinary
professional experience he has ever had.
He started in the show's the fourth season, replacing
Wayne Rogers, who played Trapper John Macyntire.
Farrell mentioned that M*A*S*H was different than
most show now and then.
"M*A,"S*H was about something. Most television is
not about anything. It's about jokes or silliness or about
filling up time in between commercials," Farrell said. •
M*A*5"H was really about the triumph of the human
spirit and some of the horrors of war, Farrell said.

See Farrell, page 6

The Student/Community Relations Committee is trying to discuss
actions that could be taken to help
prevent discrimination and encourage communication between all the
cultures in the community and
schools in Winona.
The group helps communication
lines open between the community
and the higher education students in
Winona.
With in the group, there are diversified opinions about what kind of
actions should be taken to end discrimination.
Grace Backus, a member of the
committee representing the community, said that "cultural diversity
should be handled slowly in the community."
In her opinion, the community of
Winona will respond better to more
gradual and subtle actions.
Adrienne Mitchel, Student Senate
president at Winona State University, has encountered problems with

racial prejudice in Winona which gives her an opposite view of Backus
opinion.
Her views are toward a fasterpaced course of action. Along with
her, Brian Scott, a resident assistant at
WSU, and Justice Wilkins, chair of
the Cultural Diversity Committee at
WSU, were in favor of a quicker way
of settling this conflict.
Scott said that "whether racism is
subtle or on a larger scale, it is something that is an unnecessary element
for today's society to function.
We must get to the point where
subtle things, such as being asked for
identification when purchasing books
when non-minorities before you
weren't, will not even phase society
being racially discriminatory."
According to Al Thurley, chair of
the Student/Community Relations
Committee, the committee was established to have these kinds of discussions in the hope of promoting
more awareness between the citizens

See Diversity, page 3
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News Briefs

In the news...

Brazil

Analysis

KQAL board to meet
The Citizen Advisory Board of WSU's radio station
KQAL will meet Friday Feb. 12 at 11 a.m.
The meeting will be held in room 133 of the Performing Arts Center at WSU.
Anyone with ideas, comments, or questions about
the operation of KQAL is encouraged to attend the
meeting.

Water Safety training offered
Retraining sessions for current Water Safety Instructors are being offered at WSU on April 3. The
sessions will run from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in room 109 of
Memorial Hall.
All current WSI's must complete this retraining session by Dec. 31 in order to become recertified. These
classroom sessions will acquaint participants with the
new Red Cross materials.
Cost for this course is $75 which includes materials.
Participants should bring a WSI card, pencil, and
paper. Deadline for registration is Monday Feb. 1 in
Winona's Somsen 109.

By STUART JOHNSON
Editor-in-Chief
Brazil, a country that for years
has had a reputation of corruption,
poverty and indebtedness is now
undqgoing yet another struggle—
to reitain unified.
Brazil's three most southern
states of Parana, Santa Catarina and
Rio Grande do Sul have proposed to
secede from union with the northern states.
Under the leadership of Irton
Marx, one of many Southern Brazilians of European decent, interest in
forming the new state is growing at

a rapid rate. The three states toether would be named the Federal
lie of the Gaucho Parrtpa--a flag
OttltVady been created and mem-

berShip,:his exceeded 700,000 in an
area with a total population of 22
million. The official languages of
the new country would be German
and Italian, in addition to Portuguese. The deutschemark would be
ea as currency.
► rised?—Much of Brazil's
0gent population are decedents of
African slaves, native-Americans

While many are claiming that the Pro-Pampa movement has
racial overtones, they also will admit that a real strength to the
movement is that it is based on 'genuine concerns.
and Iberians. However, the southern
region of Brazil began to receive European immigrants in the latter half
of the 19th century.
The primary issue, for many, in
the dispute is economics.
Brazil is near the top of the world's
most indebted countries and followers of Marx contend that it is their
industries that drive the economy at
all. They claim that they are able to
run a government free from corruption and be economically viable.
The region does indicate that it
has the promise Marx claims that it
does; however, there is another issue
at stake for others as well. If you have
not yet surmised, that issue is one of
ethnicity.
Marx is claiming that the shanty
towns of Rio or Sao Paulo have no
place in Southern Brazil and further
that the southern region is threat-

ened by mass migration of poor, unskilled, and primarily non-white
workers from the impoverished
northern areas
While many are claiming that the
Pro-Pampa movement has racial
overtones, they also will admit that a
real strength to the movement is that
it is based on genuine concerns.
Much of the political structure in
Brazil looks similar to a feudal society in that political power is concentrated in the hands of the land owning elite, of which there are very few.
Brazil has, for the last 50 years, developed its economy from state owned
monopolies that have not allowed
companies in the disputed southern
states to compete fairly.
In addition, in comparison with
the well represented northern states,
the south receives little in the way of
government services in exchange for

the taxes paid, Nearly all government services are funded thtough
public and state funding—unlike
their northern counterparts.
This type of dispute is not un-common in Brazil, a huge area of
land that has proven an economic
disaster. Other regions are competing for the little amount of resources
available.
Critics of Marx and his followers
accuse them of becoming extremists and racist.
Marx is quickto refute that claim.
"Black people can talk about
black pride," he says "Why can't
we talk about German pride. We
are German and want to preserve
our culture."
Marx claims that anyone who is
willing to work would be welcome
in the new state. Skeptics are questioning.

Placement tests to be held

State Shorts
St. Cloud
Former St. Cloud State University faculty member
Virginia Heigel has filed a complaint against the school
charging that herJan 1991 request fora promotion was
denied in May 1991 because she is a female.
Heigel, who now lives in Carl Junction, MO, said she
felt so harassed by the situation that it lead to her
discharge from SCSU in January 1992.

10. Prune-eating Sumo wrestler.
9. High-rise window cleaner
with bladder problem.
8. Near sighted knife ju• • ler.
7. Megalomaniac Third
World Dictators.
6. Grown men named "Biff:'
5. Heavily armed hot dog
vendors.
4. Carsick brother in the seat
next to you.
3. Brain surgeon with hiccups.
2. Anyone with a cranky
disposition and a chainsaw.
I . People who offer you drugs.
.
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PARTNERSHIP FOR A DRUG-FREE AMERICA
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Visions for the 90's and Beyond: An Environmental
Expo, will be held Feb. 15 and 17 from 6:00 p.m.- 7:50
p.m. in the Stark Hall auditorium at WSU
The expo will feature presentations and displays on
enviromental issues. The expo is a real life project
simulation in which WSU students will demonstrate the
skills they have learned in the Introduction to Public
Relations class.
The expo is free and open to the public. For more
information contact Laurie Quinn at 507-452-7639.

Winona's Birthday Bar

B ROTHE R S. BROTHE RS

Environmental Expo to be held

TOP TEN SCARIEST
PEOPLE ON EARTH

BROTHE RS

Winona State University will be administering an
English/Math placement test on Mon., Feb. 8 and Mon.,
March 15 from 8:30 a.m.- 10:30 a.m. in Minne 107. All
new students must take this exam. Exempt are transfer
students who have credit for college level English and/
or mathematics courses.
Admitted students may take the exam at any scheduled; time prior to registering for their initial English
composition or mathematics courses.
Students may register for this exam by visiting the
Advising and Retention Office in Phelps 109, or by
calling 457-5600. Students are required to bring a
photo I.D. with them to the testing site.

ti

I have a crush on you!! Meet
me at Brothers!! Saturday
Night!!
Meeting
Time
Name

$

(of person you have crush on)
The Winonan
Winona State University's student newspaper, is written, edited, managed, and financed by and for the
students of Winona State University. The Winonan generates 60 percent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining
money is provided through student activities as a subscription rate. The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of facts
from letters written for publication. Deadline for all submissions is Friday prior to publication.
Subscriptions for persons outside the university are available from the business manager for $20 annually. Address all
correspondance to: The Winonan, Winona State University, Krysiko commons, Winona, MN 55987 ph. (507) 457-5520
The Winonan is rated and a member of the Associated college press as an "All American " newspaper. The Winonan is recognized
annually as an awardwinning newspaper in individual and as a whole by the Minnesota Better Newspaper Association, the American
Scholastic Press Association, and the Society of Professional Journalists. Contents of the Winonan are copyrighted and may not
be reproduced without permission.
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EATING
RIGHT
CAN HELP
REDUCE
THE RISK
OF I parii , tpicfrz.

Advisor
J..Paul Johnson

Secretary
Steve Tyykila

And since a 12-year study shows that

being 40% or more overweight puts
you at high risk, it makes sense to follow
these guidelines for healthy living!

Eat plenty of fruits and vegetables
rich in vitamins A and C —oranges,
cantaloupe, strawberries, peaches,
apricots, broccoli, cauliflower,
bnissel sprouts, cabbage. Eat a
high-fiber, low-fat diet that includes
whole-grain breads and cereals such
as oatmeal, bran and wheat. Eat lean
meats, fish, skinned poultry and lowfat dairy products. Drink alcoholic
beverages only in moderation.
For more information,
call 1-800-ACS-2345.

AAAER
CANCER
SOCIETY

-- cut - - cut - - cut - - cut - - cut - - cut -

Rive' s Eclge Ski Packages
at
COFFEE IVIILL SKI AREA
Package Includes
• 1 Nights Lodging
• 1 Full Day Lift Tcket
• 2 Night Lift Tickets
$28.00 per person
Double Occupancy
For Reservations or More Information
Call 608-685-3863
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Airline reservation numbers.
American Airlines --.
Alaska Airlines
America West Airlines
Continental Airlines
Delta Airlines - Northwest Airlines
Southwest Airlines .
Trans World Airlines
United Airlines
USAir__ _

41(493

Ld FE IN

8.9
GRO€4146

KELL-

800 •
800 •
800 800 •
800 •
800 •
800 •
800 •
800 •
800 •

433 •
426 •
247 •
525 •
221 •
225 •
435 •
221 •
241 •
428 •

7300
0333
5692
0280
1212
2525
9792
2000
6522
4322

After you have called the airline. call ISE Flights at

800 • 255 • 1000

O
131

I THIIJK THIS
BEE0 0012 REST

111

1

Goof SsSS10 ►.) 962)

to issue your ticket

Virtually all major airlines participate.
American. Alaska.. America West. Continental.
Delta. Northwest. Southwest. TWA. United.
US Air. plus many more.
There are NO blackout dates: NO minimum stays:
NO maximum stays. There are NO strings attached.
except that the ticket has to cost at least $150.00.
To take advantage. You must have an ISE CARD
which costs17"57424,annually.
Sfreceat (Wes: Ades New aid get Awn asegthi 9see,
7,1,/ eddy $10.00

For years American and
foreign students have
enjoyed tremendous savings
on international flights to
Europe and Asia with their
ISE CARD. Now you can
also save on domestic flights
in North America. Virtually
all major airlines participate
with the ISE CARD

CARDS®

In addition to these ISE CARD
benefits in the United States.
if you go abroad you will
receive absolutely FREE
the overseas benefits of the
ISE CARD: tremendous
savings on admissions to
•
museums. castles. exhibits: special
discounts on accommodations and ground
transportation: ferries. trains. buses Also included FREE OF CHARGE - a $2.000 basic medical
insurance package and $5.000 medical evacuation
coverage while you are outside your home country
You have a 24 hour worldwide assistance service to
help with lost passports. travel documents. or legal
problems.
Even emergency cash can be sent to volt' All this and
more is INCLUDED FREE of charge with your ISE
CARD.
Join today and start to take advantage of student savings•
SATISFACTION guaranteed or your money back.

ORDER FORM

(Complete. seal. and mail)

.

Your Name

You get the absolutely lowest fareb.. calling your favorite
airline DIRECTLY yourself. Make your reservation but do
not pay for it. Then call ISE Flights toll free. We will issue
your ticket at the price quoted by the airline, and send it to
you that same day. PLUS, you will receive a $10.00
rebate check along with every ticket you order. Use them
to fly home. fly to school. on vacation. on job interviews.
To take advantage: You must have an ISE CARD. The ISE
CARD costs $1-54)0 annualh•. Special Offer: Order now
and get FOUR MONTHS FREE. Pay only $10.00.

Sexual Assault —
Continued from page 1
ments of his/her infraction, ideally
before admittance.
However, the proposal made by
the senate at WSU would, indefinitely, specifically state the crime.
The proposal states: "[We) support
that an expelled and/or convicted
perpetrator will have a conduct transcript which will reflect an expulsion
and/or conviction for sexual assault
included with his/her academic transcript."
Ciliberto disagreed with this element of the proposal, saying that the
senate should reconsider the indefi;lite time period. However, she sees
little reason to show concern for the
offender; maintaining that concern
for the victim be foremost.
Aimee Vongroven, chair of the
student services committee of the
senate, where the proposal originated, was a victim of sexual assault
ecently.
Vongroven says that while the

offender that attacked her escaped
prosecution, she would like those who
do get prosecuted to have their record
follow them so as to reduce the likelihood of a repeated offense.

AMERICAN MARKETING

Diversity

ASSOCIATION PRESENTS:

Continued from page 1
of Winona and the student population.
He added the committee is searching for ways to get the community
and surrounding schools involved in
the fight against discrimination. "
Other suggestions were made regarding cultural diversity.
Mitchell suggested to get the community more involved in activities
with students.
She feels that if the community is
more readily available to attend WSU
functions, the community could take
a better stand in fighting for equality.
She also suggested a multi-cultural parade could show the community how diverse the WSU population is.

Your Orrinclale

Your Nalvynaldy

Name 01 your Scnoss
sow Address

I am roduettln4 an ISE CARD
Li Sludern r.-/ Faculty
I enctosed my cnecs Ice J Si 0.00
,■••• •
J f 1 OS
w. Woo accept Visa. Mastercard or American Express
..1410.00
j$12.95 ,..,•

Crass Card Number

(.p Cott

I coney That ram crorently or h." two durang the lost 12 maims
• Irtuelem or faculty nwtfrob.• al Me above mormened &Mood.

g

code here

WHEN: FRIDAY, FEB. 12
8:00 - 12:00
WHERE: AMERICAN LEGION
265 E. 3RD ST.
HOW MUCH: $5'29- IN ADVANCE
$6°Q AT THE DOOR
Free Calendar with Advance Purchase!!
ON SALE:
Feb. 1 - 4 in Somsen
Feb. 1 - 12 in the Smaug

Drink Free!!
For Ticket Info
Call Jim at 452-1471

catch the funkiest sounds at the hottest party in town! !

IT'S BETTER THAN STRONG COFFEE, FRESHER THAN MORNING
AIR AND MUCH FUN1VIER THAN BURNT TOAST!

IT'S "MORNINGS WITH CHASE & JONES"
ON YOUR STATION WITH A DIFFERENCE.... 99.3 FM!
905

••
cy%

410
t*

oc)Pv

1#)1*(v.$' 1'

4).

PRIZES....PLAY....
WIN CD'S....CASSETTES
GE-THE-CHASE" "TWISTED TRIVIA"
"C
"FRIDAY-JOKE-OFF"
"BATTLE-OF-THE-SEXES"
S 000-ti‘
1
J°'‘ 1"1'%)V)Ik

00,2

MORE OF THE MUSIC
YOU ASKED FOR!

FAST BECOMING THE AREAS' FAVORITE MORNING SHOW!
WEEKDAYS FROM 5 TIL 10 ONLY ON THE STATION THAT PLAYS
AT WORK....KWNO-FM 99.3! CHECK IT OUTurm

!HIPPY
VRLETITME
DRY
FFIOM THE

wmornin
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Editorial
THIS M•DLItli WORLD
THE DEBATE. RAGES...SHOULD GAY AMERICANS BE
ALLOWED TO SERVE IN THE MILITARY?

EDITORIAL BOARD

KILLING FOREIGNERS AT
THE BEHEST OF OUR PoL ITiCAL LEADERS t5 A

iF WE ALLOW HoMoSEXUALS IN
THE MILITARY, THEY'LL GIVE
EVERYBODY AIDS! IT WON'T BE
SAFE To TAKE A SHOWER!

RIGHT!

Stuart Johnson Jennifer von Allmen Barry Brooks
Editor-in-Chief

Sports Editor

by TOM TOMORROW

MILITARY LEADERS ARE, BY THEIR NATURE, SOMEWHAT LESS THAN PROGRESSIVE... A FACT
WHICH RAS BEEN MADE PAINFULLY CLEAR of
LATE...

Ad Manager

Nate Steiner Tamberlain Jacobs Jaci Johnson
News Editor

Photography Editor

Variety Editor

Thanks Governor Carlson
This time, it's the governor who is explaining how much his plan will raise university
tuition.
The state of Minnesota is scrambling to understand the ramifications of Governor
Arne Carlson's 1994-95 budget proposal, which includes a wage freeze to help
gain the state $618 million.
Carlson loyalists claim its time for public employees to make some cuts, since the
small businesses and farmers have been doing it all along.
While the budget claimsthat no layoffs will occur if the pay freeze works, the effects
of the budget on state tuition is unclear.
Again, Minnesota university students must ask themselves, how much can we
expect our tuition to rise.
In effect, all public education students can expect higher tuition.
Also, Minnesota educators, as state employees, are effected by the budget
proposal as well.
The Minnesota DFLers say education contract talks will be hurried to beat the
wage freeze. To fund the raises, money will come from other programs unless
voters approve to raise their own taxes.
Minnesota State University Chancellor Terry MacTaggart says he is looking for a
cost of living adjustment for his employees of seven percent over two years.
But with Minnesota education on shaky ground in general, the budget plan seems
to leave higher education students in the dark about how hey will fair in the end.
While, the proposed budget would increase spending to education overtwo years,
the governor claims he will cushion his state university tuition hike with increases
in student aid.
However, the budget documents don't indicate how many students would still pay
higher tuition as a result of the aid increase.
A DFL House budget analysis sees Carlson's budget could increase state tuition
at public universities to over 20 percent over the next two years.
The House budget overview also says Carlson's plan to eliminate the state
subsidy for master's programs and his elimination for inflation adjustments could
lead to the university systems in Minnesota to raise tuition 22 percent more than
Carlson's proposal of 10 percent over the next two years.
When broken down, the state university system would only get a 14 percent
increase, compared to the University of Minnesota with 27 percent increase, a six
percent increase on the community college level, and a 25 percent increase at the
technical college level.
The low percentages estimated by Carlson don't take into account for inflation
over the two years, the loss of revenue due to elimination of postgraduate
programs, orthe increase in tuition that universities will have to account for. the lost
$148 million in state revenue cutbacks.
According to the budget designers, Carlson's tuition increase was designed to
increase access to those who need financial aid and shift the cost to those who
can afford it and to those who likely will be able to afford it with higher incomes due
to postgraduate education.
Budget designers need make a unified effort to predict hoW much education is
expected to cost in the budget.

POLLS SHOW AMERICANS To BE EVENLY DIVIDED
oN THE t5SuE....HovvEVER, IT Is THE SWILLMINDED AND HATEFUL WHO ARE BEING EXHORTED To mAKE. THEIR VoICES HEARD...
...THIS is THE FIRST „STEP
TOWARDS A HOMOSEXUAL

TAKEOVER of THE YEWNITED STATES !

Condoms do not
ensure safe sex,
abstinence does
To the Editor:
In most articles on AIDS, including
some which have appeared in your
paper, use of condoms is champoined
to prevent the spread of the disease,
even though it is admitted that they
are not 100% effective. Those who fall
victim to the ineffective percentage,
of course, die. So just how effective
are condoms in preventing the spread
of AIDS? Not very. Condoms have a
12% failure rate per year in prevetning
pregnancy. With about a two day
sperm life at body temperature, a
maximum two day ovulation period
per cycle, and about twelve cycles
per year results in a 12% failure rate
for whay is actually 48 days. If uou
had 1000 women who ovulated daily,
as you can catch HIV daily, and all
practiced safe sex,a bout 620 would
have become pregnant the first year,
and all would have become pregnant
after 7 1/2 years. Keep in mind that
sperm are much larger than the HIV
virus and condoms are porous. Even
surgic al gloves which are
manufactured under muc more
stringent standards have holes as
large as five microns. Fifty times the
.1 micron size of the HIV virus. Allso,
you can only get impregnatedd by
sperm, but tithe HIV virus is found in
every bodily floud of an infected
individual.
As has been demonstrated by the
gay community, education alone will
not stop the spread of this dreaded
disease, and so called safe sex is lethal.
The only way to halt its progression
is to practice common sense, personal
restraint and only engage in sex
within the safety of marriage. If the
sounds archaic, unreasonable, or too
permanent, consider the alternative;
agonized debilitating suffering
leading to death. In an era
reverbertaing with calls for choice,
this seems like an easy one to make.

Interns need to
establish solid
requirements
before spending
time and money
To the Editor:
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Letters to the editor

Steve Beyers
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SINCE MORE TOLERANT CITIZENS RECEIVE
NO SUCH EXHORTATIONS, WASHINGToN IS
FLOODED BY OVERWHELMINGLY NEGATIVE
RESPoNSE4..,GiviNG COWARDLY CONGRESSPEOPLE AN EXCUSE TO SIDESTEP THE ISSUE...

The Academic Affairs Committee
of the Student Senate would like to
make you aware of the realities of
internships at Winona State. While
speaking to students aoubt the issue,
most students seem unaware of what
should be required of them and their
professors during an internship.
Every department that offers
internships must have a set of
guidelines in place as to what must
be accomplished by the student. In
most cases, this involves faculty/
student is getting the most out of his
or her internship. However, many
students have contended this is not

the case. In fact, some students have
had internships with little or no
faculty feedback of speak of, and a
total absence of guidelines to follow.
Considering that you, the student
body, are paying full tuition raters
for your internships, the Academic
Affairs committee feels you should
have the right to get you money's
worth. In other words, we feel you
shouldn't have to pay something for
nothing.
If you have and an internship
which lacked either faculty
invovlemen or set guidleings/
requirements and are concerned
about this issue, please contact
Student Senate with you comments
and experiences so we can investigate
it further.

Thank you,
The Academic Affairs
Committee of the Student
Senate

"I need a friend
to write to."

To the Editor:
Firstly, I am a convict in the
Arizona State Prison here in Florence.
To explain my situation would be
very difficult to do at this time. I shall
not try to justify my past actions for
they were done in utter confusion,
but please be assured that I am
cognizant of the past reasons that
brought me to these hallowed walls.
It would be weak to give up, and
someday, I shall defeat this
monstrosity.
Ashort resume of myself:
FULL NAME- BILLY JOE GATES;
AGE- 25 years old; HAIR- Lightbrown; EYES- Hazel; WEIGHT- 160
lbs.; HEIGHT- 5ft 9in tall...:
I am of Irish and Indian descent
and I am single. I also have many
interests.
Frankly, I would like to correspond
with someone. My letters will be of a
friendly nature for I seek only
friendship with people fromputside
these gray walls. Thank you.

Respectfully,
BILLY J. GATES

"Why the
persistence to
make others
defy God?... "
To the Editor:
After seeing the small invitations
posted on the garbage cans by the
library this noon featuring "Kisses Sr
Condoms," I decided to address those

who are deceived. When John Kane
put the first condoms on WSU
campus, I wrote we are not to play on
another's weakness. When Dr.
Darrell Krueger considered condoms
in the dorms I submitted 4 letters to
him. One included Dr. Frank Bures's
article "Condoms Are Not Safe." The
Senate President submitted the same
article he told me. (He did not realize
the article opposed his position.) Rew
people seem to stop and think now
days. But let us use logic. God is
good. God made all that is. To mand
He gave and intellect and will so man
can know what is good and will to
possess the good. Our US
Constitution gives us rights, to life,
libertyand persuit of happiness. Now
those who claim they have the right
to pervert their own hman nature are
in error. God is the author of natural
law. It is natural for male and female
to reproduce themselves. Only
mankind can will to void this natural
law whent the claim is made to strip
sex from its natural end. Look up
Sodom in the dictionary. God
destroyed this city in Palestine because it was wicked. They practiced
homosexuality. Today we have AIDS
and death blamed on perversion.
Only some innoced nt persons become
victims. The media does not tell you
the AIDS virus is transmitted by air,
insects, contact by skin, and only insists on sexual contact. Not even
kissing is recognized as a source. Oh,
and sharing needles is given as a
source.
Basically, homosexuals are selfish
seeking self gratification. On the other
hand, a loving person seeks the best
for the loved. In November Equal
Time appeared at Winona Public
Library without a stamp. I inserted
44 Bible passages that condemn
homosexuality. Later of 4 issues, 2
had the insert removed. This tells
you not even God gets equal time in
this paper. This week tow issues
apeared an none have the library
stamp. Why the persistance to make
others defy God?
Sister Elzear Lillian Kral

Winonan
Letter Policy:
The Winonan welcomes
correspondence from our
readers. However, we reserve
the right to edit all letters
received for content, clarity and
space. Please submit your
letter on or before the Friday
prior to publication which is
every Wednesday. All letters
submitted for publication must
be signed. All letters will be
printed in the order they are
received.
Send your letter to:
Dear Editor, the Winonan,
Kryzsko Commons, Winona
State University, Winona, MN.
55987.
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Opinion
Celebrating diversity...
Women--protect yourself

The

Anta onists

Civil rights for gays?

By LISA M. VAZQUEZ
Columnist

By BOB COSTELLO

By RANDAL McDOWELL
Columnist

Columnist

It's time in Minnesota, its time here in Winona and

Rape is a very serious matter. I am
writing this to allow women the freedom to realize that rape is a consequence of society. Some of the direct
quotes are taken from Camille Paglia
and her beliefs on rape. I hope this
may offer women who have been
raped a chance to lessen their pain.
Many women revel in their sexuality. Picture the standard nightclub
scene, not just going out for a beer,
but really going out for a night on the
town. "I can't wear this, I wore it to
class today," is a common statement
before going out. Then the tighter
jeans come out, or the skirts and the
sexier shirts. Both men and women
do this at one time or another. It is
part of our sexual mystique.
Men naturally respond with cute
comments about the way we are
dressed, and to other men they say
things like, "I want to take her to
bed."
There's not a problem until both
men and women start drinking, sometimes to excess. At the end of the
night, most men who came alone go
home alone, fantasizing about the
women that danced next to them.
But there are men who ask women
home with them, or men who follow
women home, and that's where rape
may come into play.
There is a phenomenon called date
rape. It is supposedly when a women
unsuspectingly goes home or on a
date with a man, and tries to tell him
no, but fails to stop him.
If you're at a party or a bar drunk,
and you go home with someone that
you don't know very well, then you're
putting yourself at risk. That's the
only way to look at it.
Paglia uses the analogy of leaving
your purse in the middle of Central
Park; sure you have the "right" to
leave it there, but if you do, then you
face the consequences if it gets stolen.
Just as you have the "right" to go
to a party or a bar, drink, and not get
drunk, but you're still putting yourself at risk if something happens.
Being raped by someone that is

In the upcoming legislative session, the Minnesota
legislature will consider adding an amendment to the
state's Human Rights Code. The amendment would
protect lesbians, gay men, transgenders, and bisexuals
amendment that would include the protection of lesbi- from discrimination in areas of employment, educaans, gay men, bisexuals and transgenders from discrimi- tion, housing, and access to public services.
nation in areas of employment, housing, education and
This sounds good in theory, but I have some reseraccess to public services. To some of you this is perfectly vations.
acceptable, to many of you this is a fair and moral proI sincerely hope certain areas have been well thought
posal to alleviate a problem that affects millions of gay out before any amendment such as this is passed. For
it's time that everyone realizes that discrimination is
wrong! What am I talking about? I am talking about the
Gay and Lesbian Community Action Council's proposed

stalking you falls under a similar category. Women have the right to stay
out all night, and not be locked up at
home or in their dorm rooms at 11
p.m., we've had that since the 1960's.
And with that right, we also have the
responsibility to watch over our own
bodies to keep them safe. Unless we
are in a police state, it is up to us to
protect ourselves with self-defense
or mace. Unless we do that, we are
always going to be open victims for
immoral predators who want what
we have.
Women should stray from the conventional people and therapists that
say a rape will stay with the victim for
the rest of their lives. That tells the
victim that they are essentially unclean and will never be the same. Yes,
the victim was injured and had their
bodies violated; but it is something
that they can walk away from in their
minds. Television movies also leave
the victim with the idea that they will
never be a complete person again.

Imagine if a man were severely
beaten. Many men havebeen in fights,
and they can still walk around respecting themselves after it is over.
Women should have caretakers that
tell them that they will be all right,
and that it was an assault, not a black
mark on their souls.
This is not saying that rape should
be belittled, but rather, that women
can get up and walk away. It is not all
men that commit these crimes, but
immoral men who cannot deal with
women and their sexuality.
Women have to empower themselves by recognizing the warning
signals and dangers of society. When
we are stronger beings, then we can
logically defend ourselves, and rape
will be another risk of having freedom for women in society, which can
be fought, rather than leaving us feel
like less-than-whole people.
As one woman friend amply put
it, "Women need to learn to protect
themselves, and I want an AK-47."

men and women across America everyday. To most of us instance, how will this affect spousal rights for gays?
this is an amendment that would insure legal protection Are gay spouses going to be allowed to collect governfor those whom are perceived as gay or who are gay from ment benefits?
Furthermore, this amendment may add to the masbeing denied their basic human rights as laid down by the
constitution.
sive amount of lawsuits. Really, according to the amendment, anyone who is declined
But we really are not
for a job, housing, etc., could
concerned with those indifile a suit claiming the only
viduals who understand the
reason they were rejected was
intent of the constitution, nor
because they were perceived
do we concern ourselves with
those who know how debilias being gay, when in essence
they were not. This amendtating discrimination can be
ment has the potential to beto a democratic society. What
we concern ourselves with are
come a retaliation against evil,
capitalistic entrepreneurs
the ignorant, the uneducated
who always discriminate
and inexperienced in this
against every group except
nation who refuse to
white Anglo-saxon males.
understand behavior
Another concern of mine
different from their own,
is the direction of this counbehavior that many of them
try. We are slowly, or at times
contend is against God and
his son's teachings. Well, I am not sure about their God quickly, becoming more and more socialistic. It now
but I do know that my God and his son Jesus Christ would seems that every constituent group who has some
not look favorably upon those who judge, oppress and problem wants to settle it by passing a law protecting
cast others out for simply being different. I just wish that themselves. (This is not just the gay community either).
those from the self-proclaimed moral majority would The problem is that pretty soon instead of everyone
quit hiding behind God when justifyingbigoted and hate having special rights, nobody is going to have any
filled actions; they are not only hurting certain individuals, rights.
An additional uncertainty I have concerning this
they are hurting everyone of God's children.
The answer to these problems was answered over amendment is the possible negative outcomes. In real200 years ago when the constitution of this nation was ity, this could escalate hatred towards gays, actually
singed and ratified. No one, regardless of moral claim, undermining any gains already achieved.
can hide from the law of the land. We set this nation up
In fact, the problem lies deeper than any law can
to separate church and state. We wanted to ensure that all alleviate - the problem is an attitudinal one. Laws
individuals were protected from persecution. So why cannot change the stances of discriminatory individuthen are these issues still with us today? Again, the als, only their actions. Perhaps, individuals who have
answer lies from the reality that was just as wrong 200 major moral difficulties with the gay lifestyle do need
years ago as it it today: people are afraid of what they do a jolt to realize that homosexuals shouldn't be discriminot understand and will use any excuse to protect them- nated against, but I do question certain results of the
selves from a perceived threat. Our forebearers wished to amendment.
escape persecution, and they did by coming to America.
At this point in time, I cannot say exactly which side
Let's not digress and contradict the principles upon which of this issue I fall on. I sincerely do not believe homothis nation was founded and discriminate against a group sexuals should be directly discriminated against; howof individuals some feel is acting in a way contrary to ever, there are certain instances (i.e., the military) where
God's teachings. God has instructed us not to judge our the benefits do not outweigh the costs of equal access.
fellow man. By doing so we only create divisions within Overall, I did want to point out some areas that need to
be considered before actual passage of the amendment
this society.
occurs.

FORUM
Should a sexual offender's record appear on transcripts?

I think it is a good idea for the
public's safety.

Jon Mussel!
Freshman, Undecided
By ANDREW HOWES
Columnist &
BRIAN BASHAM

If a sex offender tries to
rehabilitate themselves, tt
should not be on their record.
Everyone makes mistakes,
and if they get the proper
help they should be given a
chance.
Bernie Mayzek
Food Service Cook

Photographer

Some of the worst memories of my freshman year in high school revolve
around my anal-retentive Algebra teacher Mr. Al Thorson. Al (as we
affectionately called him) regularly derived great pleasure from feasting on
our adolescent-academic fears, warning us that "everything we did in school
from now on would permanently be recorded on our transcripts" and that
"no college today is looking for a student who does bad in anything." While
at the time I really didn't pay much attention to what it was that Al was saying
(hence the C- in his class,) over the years the importance of a student's
transcript has continuously been proven to me.
For this reason, the recent Student Senate talk of placing the history of
those WSU students who have committed sexual crimes on their transcripts
is vitally important to think about. Obviously any student who has ever
raped, molested, flashed, or done whatever to another human being has
something seriously wrong with him or herself. And whether or not a sexual
perpetrator has received counseling or help for their problem is rather
irrelevant in this situation, as a crime of this nature is one that cannot be
forgotten by anyone- especially if it may happen again.
Sure, "people do change," as they say, but why risk it? It's not as if it would

It's bad enough that a
person committed that sort
of crime, so it should stick
with them for life on their
record.
Maggie McCallum
Freshman, Political Science

It should be on student's
school records because that
crime is a reflection of an
offender's character. And it
should be a consideration
when applying for a university or a Job.
Chris Curtis
Senior, Social Work

It is a good idea. The crime
affects the victim, so it should
also affect the criminal.

I think it should follow them
around, but on the other
hand this is something that
will affect the rest of thier
lives, and people do change.

Sam Schell
Junior, Economics/Pre Law

Hollie Duffy
Sophomore, Political Science

"...it is important to consider the "Scarlet Letter" potential this proposal has. Is it possible to overcome what may be
a one time offense? Those wholare convicted of an assault in a lesser degree may quickly be rehabilitated. How long
will the record remain on the transcript? The student senate's proposal would be indefinite--is that necessary?"
necessarily be unfair to make known information showing that at one point
in time a person was sexual offender. After all, he or she did commita crime.
Any sexual offender who is really a changed person will simply have to
reprove his or herself to society, and if the "pervert" tag hurts them- well, it's
really not to hard to figure out whose fault that is.
However, it is important to consider the "Scarlet Letter" potential this
proposal has. Is it possible to overcome what may be a one time offense?
Those who are convicted of an assault in a lesser degree may quickly be
rehabilitated. How long will the record remain on the transcript? The student
senate's proposal would be indefinite—is that necessary?
We as a society must be careful of how far or to what extent people are
punished under the law and institutional policy.
In alignment with why most students are at college, the recognition of
committing a sexual crime undoubtedly will affect a person's career aspira-

tions in life too. For someone who has raped or molested a young girl and later
on in life wishes to become a doctor or nurse for example, it would seem rather
crucial that any past history of sexual misconduct be known to make the
necessary changes to avoid any conflict that may occur at a later date. That is
a viable issue in a situation like this, and it is one that should obviously be
considered.
The most important thing to remember about this is that in our day and
age, sexual crimes cannot be tolerated, and it would most certainly be in the
best interests of everyone to let whatever a person has done be known, upfront, to proven any unwanted quandary in the future.
After all, we do attend a university that sells a "mace" type criminal
repellent in the student bookstore, right next to the Jumbo Kits Kats and the
WSU matching pen and pencil sets. Obviously someone around here takes
sexual misconduct seriously, and so should everyone else.
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Wage Freeze

Farrell

Continued from page 1
state university system.
Statnon said that freezing the salaries of the state university system's
employees would not only be devastating for morale, but would also
cause the system to become less competitive. This would lead to lesser
quality programs.
Stanton blames the state's current
budget problems on two factors.
First, the twenty-five million more
students enrolled in grades K-12 in
Minnesota. Second, the explosive
growth of the number of people in
nursing homes.
"A lot of people don't know this
but the vast majority of people in
nursing homes are there at the state's
expense," said Stanton.
"It's unfair to balance the state's
budget problems on the backs of a
small segment of the population, especially since it's not our fault," he
added.
Stanton suggested another
method that could be used to deal
with the state's budget crunch.
"Everyone in Minnesota is paying
less income tax then they did in 1988,"
he said. "We favor taxing the top 4%
of income owners at their 1988 rates."
In his speech, Carlson said that
Minnesota's state employees were
treated much better than those
employee's of other states. However,
Stanton claims that people who believe state employees have it easy
while others suffer do not know the
facts.

Continued from page 1 also said it was a matter of choice.

Gov. Arne Carlson
"We don't have a bed of roses," he
said. "Our salaries have gone up at a
slower rate than the average
Minnesotan's income."
Stanton also added that at no time
this year have state employees ever
asked for or expected a pay raise.
"We get a little irritated with
people who engage in public worker
bashing," Stanton said. "People who
say share the pain but don't do it
themselves."
Carlson has said that when the
revenue forecast comes in March, any
extra money would be used to thaw
the freeze. The proposal must still be
approved by the legislature.

Farrell said his favorite M*A*S*H
show was the black and white halfhour called "The Interview," in which
a news crew from the United States
came to the 4077th to interview all of
the M*A'ES*F1 characters.
Farrell said the show was really a
statement about the cast's anti-war
feelings during the Vietnam war.
"We became the kind of repository of a lot of people's feelings about
war," which Farrell said were never
anti-military, but were "thumbing
their noses" at the decision makers.
On a more serious note, Farrell
talked about how his experiences on
the show and with international organizations formed his view points.
Farrell talked about his opposition to the death penalty, receiving
audience applause. He was aware
that not everyone did share his view.
"I read the polls just like everyone
else does and am trying to do what I
can to raise the level of understanding of the inherent injustice and the
unfairness of a so called justice system that arrogates to itself the right to
take one's life." Farrell said.
Farrell talked of his visits to death
rows all over the United States and of
when he even argued for people about
to be put to death.
When asked about his personal
views on abortion, Farrell said that
he opposed abortion on the grounds
that we should not be interfering with
the process of nature. However, he

When asked if he thought the
United Nations was dragging its feet
in the crisis in the Balkans, he said, "I
think there's room for criticism but
dragging their feet is not something I
would accuse the UN of. They've been
extraordinarily courageous in their
involvement"
Farrell also said that the United
States should take a leadership role,
put its foot down on the UN issue and
refuse to tolerate such behavior from
any government.
Farrell praised the work of nonmilitary volunteers in Somalia before
the US sent troops. He praised Bush
for taking action.
Farrell responded to a Gulf War
question stating that he opposes the
military response of the UN. Farrell
said that they should have put into
effect the sanctions and embargoes
against Iraq and also paid attention
to King Hussein of Jordan.
Farrell also addressed civil rights
violations in the United States, citing
the cause as the "racist behavior" of
police.
Farrell concluded the evening with
a statement saying that global injustices are a citizen responsibility.
"Should my answers to questions
now be different than they were then
because of a change in my circumstances? Should I care less? Say less
because I have an audience of millions on television instead of a dozen
people in a rap group in South-Central Los Angeles or 25 men in a prison
in Corona? Of course not."

Then stop
into the
Winonan,
located in the
Kryzsko
Commons Lower Hyphen.
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Variety
Farrell pleas for humin. rights
By JESSICA ADSIT

"M*A*S*H was about something. It was about

Variety Reporter

Ten years after the hit series
M*A*S*H has been off of the air, many
faithful viewers still cherish each and
every episode. These are the people
who remember Mike Farrell as B.J.
Hunnicut on the program.
But there are other important issues besides M*A*S*H that Farrell
can be recognized for. Farrell has
been involved in numerous human
rights organizations and has traveled
throughout the world. Farrell visited Winona State on February 3 to
speak to students about some of the
work that he has done.
Farrell is presently the spokesperson for CONCERN, an international
refugee aid and development organization.
Joe Reed, student activities programmer, described the connection
between Farrell's work on M*A*S*H
and his current work. "It's heightened his awareness of the indignities
of the war and the lack of human
rights throughout the world."
Since Farrell's eight years on the
TV show, he has visited Cambodia,
Central America, the Soviet Union,
the Middle East, Somalia, Bosnia, and
many more underprivaliged countries. CONCERN has helped the unfortunate people in these countries
by supplying them with food, and
temporary houses.
After travelling to Croatia in November, Farrell realized that, "Peace
is not going to come to that region
until or unless there is an imposed
settlement, I believe, by the civilized
world."
He went on to suggest that the
United Nations must have a willingness to insist upon certain requirements for the safe delivery of humanitarian relief and the
discontinuation of human rights violations.
"The UN has traditionally been
put in a kind of control position because of their relationship with the
mega powers during the Cold War,"
said Farrell, "The UN has a limited

Diverse
senators
By PAULA HOUSTON
Variety Reporter
Last October, the newest mem
bers of the WSU student senate
were elected during an all-campus
election. These students will remain on the senate for the remain
der of the 1992-93 school year The
following students are our student
senate representatives; Tammy
Brod al, Chris Canon, Bob Costello,
Jaime Courson, Stephanie Dean,

Haley Downs, James Hudson,
Nahid Islam, Mary Kelly, Tricia
Kluzak, Scott Koch, Kristia
Peterson, Krista Roemer, Chad
Schaben, Beth Ann Trebon, and
Aimee Vongroven.
Denise Matthews, though not
officially a senator, has been appointed by student senate to represent Winona State University in
the Minnescrta State University Student Association.
Many are political science majors, yet there are students with
majors in social work, psychology,
composite materials engineering,
history and English writing. The
one thing they all have in common
is the desire to get involved with
their school and making decisions
on what happens in our campus
community.
"I wanted to get involved with
the school. I admire what the student senate had done and and respect them," comments Haley
Downs, a freshman political science major and student senator.
The student senate is a organization quite different from all the
others. Anybody can get involved
and no experience is necessary. The
student senate can offer a great
opportunity for learning.
"I became a part of student senate because I wanted to get involved
on campus with something different. In every meeting you learn
something new about what goes
on our campus. You learn more
what goes on all over Minnesota,"
said freshman senator Tammy

See Senators page 9

the world, about life, and about the triumph of
the human spirit."
Mike Farrell
•

Farrell's character was introduced
two years after the show began to air.
Wayne Rogers, who played Trapper
John, left the show and the producers
needed somebody to replace him.
Farrell was honored to even be asked
to audition for the part as he had
always been an admirer of the program. He had other offers for various
shows, but M*A*S*H was important
to him.
"M*A*S*1-lwas about something,"
said Farrell. it was about the world,
about life, about the triumph of the
human spirit."
Since being cast as B.J. Hunnicut,
Farrell claims, "The rest of it was like
a dream."

"In my experience, actors were

Tamberlaln Jacobs/Photo Editor
Mike Farrell spoke last Tuesday In Somsen Auditorium about his feelings on the recent U.S. Involvement In
foreign affairs and the experiences he had working with the crew from M*A - S*1-1 •

capacity to do its work in that it can
only do it if the major powers in the
world will support it."
He pointed out that the major powers in the world are currently divided
and therefore the needed support is
difficult to obtain.
Farrell has visited Somalia and was
impressed with the work of many
volunteers. In September when he
visited, 300 people a day were dying
on the streets. By November, with
the help of much-needed aid, the
number had dropped to 60.
"I cannot find the words to convey
to you the admiration that I have for
the non-governmental organizations,
the humanitarian volunteers from all

Farrell also spoke about his experiences with M*A*S*H. This month
happens to be the ten year anniversary of the last episode. "Amazing,
"said Farrell, "Ten years the show
has been dead and you can't kill it
with a stick!"
He joked about viewers continuing to watch the show and their ongoing relationships with Radar,
Hawkeye, Margaret, Colonel Potter
and other characters from the program.
"It's a continuing phenomenon
and it's one that I have great strong
affections for and I'm thrilled that
people still respond to it the way they
do," he said.

WSU poet packs bags for Pennsylvania
Junior Kristen Twitchell awarded "Stadler Semester for Young Poets" grant at Bucknell University
By STEPHANIE GIBBS
Variety Reporter

The prestigious "Stadler Semester
for Young Poets" grant at Bucknell
University in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania was recently awarded to Kristen
Twitchell, junior English major at
Winona state University.
Twitchell was only one of two college students in the nation to receive
the grant.
Nationally established poet Molly
Peacock will be working with
Twitchell as she continues to study
poetry throughout the semester at

Bucknell University. The grant pays
for half of the private school's tuition,
and Twitchell is responsible for the
other portion, which is almost equivalent to the cost of tuition for a quarter
at Winona State.
The idea first evolved when
Twitchell saw a brochure about the
grant in the WSU English department office, and being interested in
poetry for several years she decided
to apply.
English professors John Reinhard
and Orval Lund included their recommendations for Twitchell's appli-

cation.
"She's very talented and committed to writing," said Reinhard, "She
has always wanted to be a writer and
has never let anything interfere with
her goal."
Twitchell sent 10-12 samples of
her poetry and technical writing, and
was notified in November and informed of her acceptance into the
program.
"I've worked with several professors who have been really helpful,"
Twitchell said." The writing program
at WSU is very strong, just look at all

the professors who are published
authors."
Twitchell has developed a strong
collaborative working relationship
with Reinhard.
"He is my mentor," she said,"He
told me that I was talented and had a
lot of potential, and that really boosted
my confidence."
Reinhard's admiration is mutual.
"Being accepted was a prestigious
honor not only for Kristen, but for
Winona State as well," Reinhard said,
"I like it when students say things
like that if they are as good as Kristen

is. The best students are the ones who
can teach you something as well,"
Reinhard said, "and she's taught me
a lot."
Twitchell's semester at Bucknell
began January 30. Her four classes
include creative writing and independent study led by poet-in-residence Peacock; and a literature in
poetry class.
Twitchell will also be giving readings of her original poetry throughout her stay there.

Soul food dinner "sticks to your ribs"
By LISA M. VAZQUEZ
Assistant Variety Editor

Cultural Diversity and the Black
Cultural Awareness Association honored Black History Month with their
annual Soul Food Dinner, held Saturday night in the Smaug.
The d inner included fried chicken,
catfish, ribs, collard greens, cole slaw,
rice, black-eyed peas, cornbread,
sweet potato pie and peach cobbler.
Brandon Scott Williams, the president of BCAA welcomed everyone,
and said that he was pleased with the
evening, especially with the fact that
the dinner was run with 99 percent
student participation from the BCAA.
Calvin Winbush, assistant vicepresident for student affairs and cultural diversity was the first speaker.
He thanked Joann Brown, who was
the key organizer of the event.
Winbush also presented the history of the black-eyed pea for Cecil
Adams, cultural diversity advisor,
who was ill and could not attend.
Winbush said that black-eyed
peas, which are also called cow peas,
were originally native to Africa, and
were brought into the United States
by slave traders. In the 1960's the

peas were categorized under "soul
food" as a staple of southern food.
"It's a stick to your ribs kind of
food, so you'll have it stuck to your
ribs all night," said Winbush.
He also talked about the tradition
of the pea. He said that people would
give 12 black-eyed peas to each other
to symbolize good luck and prosperity.
Winbush then presented the
speaker of the evening, former pro-

L

over the world who got into that situation in Somalia and are doing just
extraordinary work—feeding starving people," he said.
Farrell believes that George Bush's
response to the Somalia crisis was
needed, but he would prefer to see
the UN take over. He thinks that the
UN has to take responsibility not only
for feeding the hungry, and for curing disease, but also for setting up a
social order.
Steve Frohmader, a senior business major, agreed with much of what
Farrell had to say. "I think that he has
a lot of good ideas. His position in
society will really help him to be heard
by the people."

tools that were told to learn their
lines, hit the marks, and not bother
anybody."
This new "creative community, "
as Farrell referred to it, was made up
of a tremendous group of actors and
actresses. in my experience, they
were simply the most professional,
finest troupe of working actors ever
assembled," he said.
He felt that they were a group of
people that truly loved each other.
"We would work together for 12
hours a day, five days a week, and in
the evening, we'd all go home,
shower, change, and go out and have
dinner together!"
The show had a big impact on the
way that people came to view war.
Farrell believes, "We were what
we were at a very important time in
the development of the American
consciousness about war."
The anti-war theme of the show
was expressed time and time again in
each episode.
"Some of the scenes in that sit-com

were funnier than hell," said Reed.
"Others are just pure hell. It's very
serious and it's very sad."
Farrell's personal opinion about
violence agrees with that of the show.
He feels that every alternative should
be exhausted before resorting to violence.
Farrell is grateful that his experience as an actor has taken him farther
than he may have ever gotten in his
plea for human rights.
"In becoming a known person in
our society, one of the things that
happens is that you get the opportunity to do and take part in a lot of
things."
He realizes how important the
work that he has done has been to
many people. He has been allowed
the opportunity to be a spokesperson
for somebody in need and a channel
of communication for somebody who
wants to know. He is able to bring a
first person perspective to a group of
people who otherwise would not be
exposed to the problems in the world.
The question of whether or not
actors should be involved in politics
has been raised in Farrell's experiences.
"Should I care less, say less, because I have an audience of millions
on television?" he asked.
He stressed that it is the responsibility of each and every individual to
maintain civil rights in society. Writing letters to heads of government is
one way to start.
"If you care, " he said, "there are
things that must be addressed."

fessor at Winona State, Hosea Perry.
Perry was a professor of Social
Work until 1991, when he retired.
He is active in the Winona community and university. He has served
on such committees as the Social Services Advisory Board, and the Regional Health Care Board. In addition, he was advisor to the BCAA, the
Social Work Club and an academic
advisor.
Perry said that this was a special
evening because they were also celebrating the 68th anniversary of Black
History. He said that originally Black
History was honored in a week, but
was changed to a month.
Perry also said how much African-Americans have to be thankful
for the founderof Black history, Carter
Woodson.
Maudie Williams, professor of
education at Winona State then led
the audience in the Black National
Anthem: "Lift Every Voice and Sing,"
which she said was, "a pathological
belief in the creation of the impossible."
President of Student Senate
Adrienne Mitchell then introduced
the feature of the evening, "Daughters of Africa."
"Daughters" was a two person act
which included performer Patricia
Pendleton and Roland Wilson, who
played the keyboard.
The theme of the feature, written
by playwright Syl Jones, was documenting and portraying the plight of
African-American women throughout history.
The actors used the theme of 'The
African-American Legacy Airlines"

to symbolize the turbulence of the
struggles that black women had to go
through.
Pendleton portrayed black women
struggling through being brought to
America as slaves, being raped by

their owners, and having their children sold.
She also spoke about famous black
women in the 17 and 18 century like
Madame C.J. Walker, America's first
black millionairess, who told african-

american women that they were beautiful and created beauty products for
them.

See Soul Food page 9

Tamberlaln Jacobs/Photo Editor
The two performers from the Mixed Blood Theatre Company who performed Daughters of Africa
posed for pictures after the Soul Food dinner last Saturday night in the Smaug.
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Journey of Ibn Fattoum a strange mixture
By SUSAN BISCO
Literary Critic
Mahfouz, Naguib. The Journey of Ibn Fattouma. Denys Johnson-Davies,
translator. New York: Doubleday, 1992. 148pp. $20.00.
The Journey of Ilm Fattouma is a parable by Egyptian writer Naguib
Mahfouz, a 1988 Nobel Prize recipient for literature. A young man sets out
on a journey to a fabled Eden-like land of Gebel, where he hopes to discover
the secrets of their society and bring them back to his ailing homeland of
Islam. As he journeys toward Gebel, he passes through several very different
societies where he discovers that people are not as different as he had
expected.
When Ibn Fattouma's heart is broken, he joins up with a caravan and sets
out for Gebel, a long-dreamed of destination, where many have traveled to,
but no one has comeback to tell about. The first land he comes to is the pagan
land of Mashriq. Dm recovers from his broken heart to fall in love and marry
according to the laws of Mashriq and have several children. He seems to have
found happiness, until he subconsciously begins to raise the children according to the laws of Islam. He is then thrown out of the country and into the next
land, the land of Haira.
From the start, based only on the comforts of the hotel he stays at, Ibn
pronounces the land of Haira "civilized." He decides to stay there in order to
try to win his wife and children back. He discovers that the god of Haira is the
king. Ibn, a devout follower of Islam, wonders at these lands: Mashriq
worshiping the moon, now Haira worshiping the king. But he has learned his
lesson with his expulsion from Mashriq and holds his peace, because there is
rumors that Haira is planning to invade Mashriq in order to free the pagan
people. Mashriq is taken easily and Ibn sees his beloved Arousa led in chains
into the city. He purchases her in an auction, then lands in jail when a city
official wants her for his own. Twenty years later, he is released; Arousa is gone
and he heads off to the next stage of his journey, the land of Halba.
The land of Halba is yet more "civilized" than Haira, and Ibn once more

Bravo Vega!

By GREG TALMO
Music Crtitic
Sound Quality: Perfect
Performance:: Captivating
A concert going scenario: You hear that your favorite band in the
whole world, Residual Paraffin, is playing in the 'Cities and you decide that
you must go. So, you chunk down $20 of your hard earned money that
your parents gave you to go see Residual Paraffin.
What do you get in return for that twenty-spot when you reach the
venue? You get a little stage presence, a lot of lights and horrible sound.
You get a performer who jumps around a lot to give you something to look
at, and will only occasionally throw a temper tantrum and cancel the
show (thanks Axel).
But generally the band or lead singer lose their fascination half way
through the show. So to keep our T.V. addled brains interested, the band
will put on a dazzling multimedia performance to give the audience
something to look at instead of something to hear (kudos U2).
Finally, when you get sick of looking at some idiot gallivanting about
the stage, and your eyes hurt from the strobes working at 30 flashes per
second, you close your eyes—and what do you hear?
You hear the kind of sound that you feel in your chest, but also feels
like someone is driving ice-picks into your ears. Or, in short, sound that
you would not stand for at home, but that you will gladly pay upwards
of $20.00 a head to listen to in a crowd of complete strangers.
So you ask, "why the Axel-like tirade?" Simple, because the concert
that Suzanne Vega put on as the absolute antithesis of the scenario
presented above. From the outset you knew that this was what a concert
was supposed to be.
Vega had no time for jumping around on stage, she was much too busy
playing her guitar and singing to knock over monitors. The compliment
of lights was minimal: just enough to illuminate Vega and her band.
And finally, for all the money that she didn't spend on lights and
aerobic training she invested into quality sound.
Her concert at First Avenue was the epitome of a concert.
Here's what Noah Webster defines as a concert: "a performance of
vocal or instrumental music, usually in which a number of musicians
participate."
Surprising 'eh? No mention of lights, or stage presence. Just music. For
this reason alone Vega put on the best concert that I have ever seen.
It was clear from the performance that Vega knew that she and her
band were merely the conduits for the music. And the audience had come
to hear the music that they are so capable of performing, not the musicians
themselves. Vega did not call attention to herself by any extravagant
gyrations, rather she called attention to herself by her vocal, guitar and
songwriting ability. Which is exactly what I paid $17.00 for!
Not only was her focus on the music, but she did not fall into the trap
that captures many other performers. Namely playing the songs live
exactly as they are on the album, with no variation or interpretation.
Vega did not do that, she simply played her songs in the way that they
have evolved since being laid down on the albums. As for what she
played, Vega played a good mix from all of her albums, with the main
emphasis being placed on material from 99.9F' but also playing material
from her older works and showcasing some new songs as well.
The high point of the show came when Vega dismissed the band and
sang acappella. Her acappella rendition of 'Tom's Diner" from Solitude
Standing had no match. And her trip down memory lane to sing the
"Wallaby Song" acappella provided a nice break and also the perfect
forum with which to show off her waif like voice.
All in all, the Suzanne Vega concert was by far the best show I've seen
period. And if you ever get a chance to see her, do yourself and your ears
a treat: go and see what a concert is supposed to be.

"My father was Muhammad alIrtnabi, a prosperous grain merchant.
He produced seven notable merchant
sons and lived till he was over eighty,
enjoying good health and vigor. At
the age of eighty he saw my beautiful
mother, Fattournaal-Azhari, who was
then a young girl of seventeen, the
last child born to a butcher called alAzari Qatayef. She took my father's
heart by storm. He married her and
lived with her in a spacious house he
bought in her name, occasioning
much fury and uproar in his family.
My brothers regarded the marriage
ava squalid and illicit piece of fun.,.
Ie was like a lover stripped of all
Willpower. He deemed marriage a
right that was not open to discussion "

finds peace and happiness in this completely free country. For the first time,
he is free to worship his own god in his own way. He marries again and has
more children and starts a business, but again there is a rumor of war. Halba
wants to release the oppressed peoples of Haira. With his wife's consent, he
heads off once more toward Gebel.
Ibn's next stop is in the land of Aman, where life is a complete opposite to
life in Halba. Instead of total freedom, people find themselves under
surveillance twenty-four hours a day. Children are not allowed to stay with

their parents, who work all day and cannot take care of them. This is a land
whose atmosphere creates a land of walking, emotionless beings. As Ibn
leaves, he hears that war has broken out between Halba and Aman. (Haira
has already been "liberated" by Halba.)
The final stage of Ibn's journey is the land of Ghuroub, the place where
travelers to Gebel train for life there through meditation and quiet. Ibn stops
and begins to prepare for the final leg of the journey, still intent on returning
to his homeland to right their wrongs through the example he finds in Gebel,
despite a warning from the master in Ghuroub that he is merely a fugitive,
running away from his problems rather than solving them.
The war between Halba and Aman intrudes and Ibn is forced to go on to
Gebel under the warning that he will "encounter hardship because of [his)
lack of training" (144). But Ibn goes forward toward his dream and the
parable is abruptly cut off with no promise of fruition, rather with indications
that his journey is a failure.
Most significant of Ibn's journey is the erosion of his trail behind him. As
he passes through each land, they are systematically devoured by the next
country in the name of freedom and higher ideals. In effect, Ibn, as he travels
away from home, loses all chance of returning home, although to the very
end, he still intends doing just that. It seems that to be able to enter the land
of Gebel, he must leave everything behind, both material goods and mental
attitudes, both of which play an important part to Ibn's entire being. Therefore, Ibn is doomed the moment he heads toward his goal.
The Journey of Ibn Fattouma Is a strange mixture of an old form of story
telling with new themes and social settings. It is easy to identify the societies
Ibn visits with both modern nations and their attitudes toward their neighbors. Mahfouz presents well-rounded descriptions of these societies, emphasizing the good and the bad both. In doing so, he points out that people are
really just the same, no matter what sort of government rules them or what
sort of god they worship.

ove on the tube
By RON ERDMANN
Television Critic

In honor of Valentine's Day (quite
possibly the most potentially lifethreatening holiday in existence), I've
decided to take a closer look at what
I like to call "love game shows." These
are the shows that are centered
around dating and relationships, and
as I guide you through the shows that
often make us laugh and more often
make us look for the remote, see if
you can see a pattern forming.
As far as "love game shows" are
concerned, there are basically four
major ones that have applied over the
years. The first of which is The Newlywed Game , hosted by the great Bob
Eubanks. This was a show that invited recently married couples to
come on and answer questions about
their spouse. Although it was entertaining more often than not, I don't
really think that this show was too
good of an idea. It could have easily
been titled The Newlywed Game: The
Stuff That Divorces Are Made Of. You
know darn well that the whole way
home the husband is getting ragged
on for not knowing where the most
bizarre place they have ever made
"whoopee" is (the best answer that
I've ever heard to this question was
"That'd be the butt, Bob."), or how
many times their wife goes to the
bathroom on days that begin with the
letter "t". It's not even a game if you
think about it. You can't exactly play
along, it's more like televised fighting.
Then came The Dating Game, where
eligible bachelors and bachelorettes
would ask members of the opposite
sex questions about what they would
do on their date, what hobbies they
have, and so on and so forth. This
show is all about lying, basically. I'd
be interested in knowing exactly how
many of the male contestants actually take their dates out for a long
romantic walk on the beach at sunset.
You can't play along with this game.
either. All you can do is laugh at the
questions and try to pick the person
whose lies were convincing enough
to get them picked for the date.
More recently, we have Chuck
Woollery and The Love Connection, an all-time low.

A guy or a girl is brought out onto
the stage, they show the crowd the
three people they had to choose from,
the crowd votes on who they think
the contestant should pick, the contestant says who they did pick, and
then they tell Chuck all about their
date. This isn't all that bad of an idea.
At least the studio audience gets to
voice their opinion. If they could
only make it a little less obvious as to
who the contestant will pick. It always goes something like this:
"Let's take a look at the men
Charlene had to choose from. First
there is Rick, a surfer and bodybuilder
who likes to think of himself as a
hopeless romantic. Then we have
Lewis, an army cook who admits that
he hasn't been bathing regularly. Finally there is Gilbert, who suffers
from rickets and scurvy but doesn't
let it stop him from playing in a soccer league at the area gym. Audience
lock in your votes."
What makes Chuck Woollery
the local expert on love anyway? If he

is such a ladies man, he wouldn't get
so excited when he hears about everyone else's dates. Wilt Chamberlain could have probably used the
money. Again, playing along with
this one only goes as far as picking
who you think the contestant should
date.
Finally there is the most recent
king of the "love game shows", Studs.
This is quite the amusing half hour of
television, but it's basically locker
room talk on national television. Two
guys go on as contestants, both of
which having dated the same three
girls before the show. Then the host
will talk about each contestant, and
give them three ludicrous quotes that
the girls supposedly said about them
and their date. The guys have to try
and figure out which girl would have
said which quote about them. The
guys almost always remember who
said what, and then he has to explain
himself.
At the end of the show the girls
vote on who they think is the biggest

stud. First of all, who thinks up these
quotes that the guys have to identify.
"His kiss cut through me like a hot
knife through a hunk of butter."
Please. Host of Studs Mark DeCarlo
falls into the same category as
Woollery —getting entirely too
ja77ed about these two guys' personal lives.
This is perhaps the most embarrassing of the love game shows".
Everyone in the country is listening
to some girl talk about how smooth of
a date you were, or how much of a
dolt you are. It's a win big or lose big
situation.
The "love game show" never
seems to be taken seriously, which is
good. These programs, Studs in particular, aren't intended to be taken
seriously. They are merely having
fun at the expense of the whole dating scene. With Valentine's Day right
around the corner, I just wanted to
play my part. If you take Cupid's
arrow in the back this year, just flip
on Studs and get away from it all.

Apocalypse Now a timeless classic
By ELLEN HUG GETT
movie Critic
In lieu of new movie, this week the
Winonan has decided to feature a classic, one that people and critics still talk
about and associate with today's
society.
That movie is Apocalypse Now, a
film based on Joseph Conrad's novel,
Heart of Darkness.
In the most significant role as director, Francis Ford Coppola, in many
respects, takes a journey much like
that of his lead character in the film.
Coppola journeys to the very depth of
his creative spirit to portray a most
intense, psychological viewpoint of
the Vietnam War. Through the eyes
of the camera under extraordinary
filming conditions, superb acting and
the story shard by the main character,
Coppola exposes the audience to a
two-fold battle one among men and
one within the human soul, the search
for sanity in an insane world.
Coppola doesn't wasteany time in
setting the scene - a gradual pan shot,
slowly moving over a hazy jungle
landscape. The sound and sight of a
helicopter enter, and flames appear
amidst the trees and village. Lyrics
from 'This is the End" by the Doors

can be heard while more helicopters
hover about, and the viewer most
likely assumes this is going to be a
film about war, and a most depressing depiction at that. "All the children
are insane" are the last words we hear
during this series of shots, a prelude
to what the audience will witness for
the remainder of the film.
The plot takes hold when Captain
Willard, played by Martin Sheen, receives an assignment to assassinate
Colonel Kurtz, played by Marlon
Brando. Through the words of military officers and a tape recording of
the man, Willard learns that this
highly decorated colonel has turned
into a psychotic ruler and murderer
in a Cambodian jungle.
Coppola's adaptation from
Conrad's novel to film possesses
many similarities, but there are also
very obvious contrasts. Coppola
painstakingly brings his script to life;
a power over his staff, and a madness
in his desire to display on screen the
minds of two men so far removed
from our world.
This film was an excellent depiction of a man's struggle to exist in an
insane world.
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Senators
Continued from page 7

Brodal.
"You learn a lot about what is
going on in campus, what Minnesota
government is doing and how it effects the university," said Mary Kelly,
undecided freshman and senator.
Not only does student senate provide a chance to learn and gain experience, but it can be beneficial in other
ways.
Downs replied "Student senate
helped me build my self-confidence
and through it I met a variety of
people. "
" Since I have been on the senate,
I have learned how decsions are made
by the administration. It is an excellent way for students to express their
wants and needs," said Stephanie
Dean, freshman senator.
Junior history m ajor Lowell Fassett
comments "I got involved with student senate because I wanted to have
a say in where my education was
going to develop. I think it is very
important for students to play an active role in their education. Student
senate is a unique way in which to
have our voices heard on many different important issues. "
The key to getting involved is just
going out and doing it, not shying

Soul Food
away because of intimidation. The
consensus seems to be getting over
the scariness and not feeling threatened.
Be prepared to work hard and give
of your time, the senators said. As a
student senate member they must be
on one standing committee and at
least one university committee. There
are also office hours a senator must
hold and optional MSUSA events that
they can attend.
"Come to the meetings and find
out what they do. If you're still interested, become an associate senator on
one of the standing committees. Elections are in fall and spring. There is
also the spots to be filled due to resignations," Dean said.
"If anyone wants to get involved
in student senate, get involved very
early. The experience that you gain
would be very valuable," said Fassett.
When asked what they hope to
accomplish through student senate,
two members offered these goals.
"I want to make students more
aware of what the university has to
offer," said Downs.
" To make people realize they do
have a say. To get many involved
with Lobby Day and represent the
students fairly," replied Kelly.

Continued from page 7
Pendleton portrayed women like
Harriet Tubman, who helped many
african-americans escape slavery, and
Elizabeth Freeman, who helped ban
slavery in Massachusetts.
Pendleton also sang songs by famous black women like Ma Rainey,
Lena Horne and Janet Jackson.
"Speaking as a black woman, I
looked at what my mother and I have
went through. I really wish that I
could have been inside people's heads
for a minute, to see everyone's initial
reaction," said Traynace Davenport,
junior mass communication major.
Justis Wilkins, vice-president of
the BCAA thanked various people
who helped out with cooking, and
thanked everyone for coming.
At the end of the evening, Williams presented plaques for appreciation and recognition from the
BCAA. Of those honored included
Stephen Littlejohn, for his service with
the BCAA.
"It turned out even better then I
expected, considering we were in the
Smaug, but it looked great. The turnout was great too," said Wilkins.
"It was a nice blend of people,"
said Davenport.

"The variety of food was very
good," said Melanie Holes, senior
nursing major. "The presentation
really made you realize and consider
your emotions."
NUTRITION NIBBLES
If you've got a cold or the flu,
should you skip your exercise routine? Probably, since the viral infection may travel to your lungs,
causing pneumonia, or to your
heart, causing myocarditis. If you
choose to exercise anyway, use
these guidelines by Dr. E.R. Eichner
published in the Physician and
Sports Medicine: If you have symptoms located above the neck (stuffy
or runny nose, sneezing, scratchy
throat) start your workout at half
speed. If your head is clearer and
you feel better after 10 minutes,
speed up and finish your workout.
But if your head pounds with every step, go home and rest. If you
have a fever or symptoms below
the neck (aching muscles. hacking
cough, vomiting or diarrhea) skip
the workout...your body will return the favor. Brenda Koth, WSU
Nutritionist/Exercise Physiologist

FORENSICS RESULTS
Moorhead State University January 17, 1993
Persuasion- Chelly Christiansen - 3rd place
Poetry Thomas Bartl - 6th place
Dl Chelly Christiansen - 6th place
Prose -Mike Larson - Semi-finalist
-

-

St. Olaf College January 22-23, 1993
Team - 4th place
DI - Dena Thorson - 2nd place
Chelly Christiansen - 6th place
POI - Dena Thorson - 6th place
Persuasion Chelly Christiansen - 6th place
Prose - Thomas Bartl - 6th place
Impromi, .11 - Mike Larson - 6th place
-

MAFL, - UNI - January 30, 1993
4th place team
Prose - Paula Harder - 1st place
Poetry - Paula Harder - 2nd place
Duo - Mike Larson/Tracy VanVoorst - 4th place
After Dinner - Mike Larson - 4th place
POI - Dena Thorson - 1st place

What's going
o n...
Malcolm X
The Winona Cinema 4 Theaters will be showing "Malcom X" for one night, Feb 16, at 11
a.m., 3:45 p.m., and 7:30 p.m.

Sweetheart Dance
Delta Sigma Pi is holding its annual semiformal Sweetheart Dance at Bub's on Saturday from 7 p.m. until 12 a.m. Tickets are $10
per person.

Palestinian Night
The Winona State PalestinianAmerican Club
will be sponsoring its Palestinian Night on
Feb 13 at 6:30 p.m. in the Smaug. The night
will feature Palestinian cuisine, fashions, folk
dances, and a speaker. Tickets are $8 for
adults and $5 for children and are available in
the International office.

Jackie Robinson
Mixed Blood Theater presents a play about
Jackie Robinson from the Dodgers on Feb.
13 at 7 p.m. in the Performing Arts Theater.
Tickets are $4 for adults and $2 for children.
Tickets are available through Smith's Furniture, Good Vibrations Music and the Community Education Office. The event is sponsored by Cultural Diversity and Community
Education.

Charlie's In House Dart League
"Open 301"
• Thursday Nights 7:30pm
• Starting Feb. 18th

Stop down at Charlie's for House Rules
Hours: Mon. - Thurs.; 9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Fri 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. - Sat 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
75 Plaza East Winona, MN 55987

Thursday Night Drink Specials:
Swamp Water
Iced Tea
Kamikaze

WINONA, MN
204 West 2nd Street
452-2408

G&G lour Brokers
Presents

SPRING BREAK '93

Grand Bahamas

PALM BEACH FLORIDA:
Arrival Day I. Hilton Hotel
Includes First Day 8z Night Accomodations,
Part II: CRUISE:
S Hr. ertt ise Aboard. Palm Beach CnI iSf:' Line
VIKING PRINCESS" Passage Tickets Included
Along with Sim tie Transportation - Bet Weell
Port of Palm Beach and Hilton Palm Beach.
Breakfast and Lunch, Alt Ship Board.
Activities Paid!

CALL TOM/ FOR
RESERVATIONS AND
INFORMATION.

-

Part GRAND BAHAMA'S:
1 Days. 3 Nights Aceornodations at
The Sun Club Resort Freeport.
Grand Bahamas - S i 500 Discount Meal Book
and Shopping Book Included,
2 Casinos, Horseback Riding, Coif,
Tennis. Plenty of Beach & Booze.
WOW! 18 Yrs. Le:_a1 Drinkin: • :,e1
Return Cruise 4111 Night Aboard
"VIKING PRINCESS- with Surf and Turf
Dinner Enclilded!!

G&G TOURS BROKERS
HOUSTON TEXAS
Part I through Part IV
all included

00
Per Person

WEEKENDS!!

ROAD

e

"Extraordinary food in
a quality atmosphere"

Creekside Dining

(608) 582-4438
219 East Mill Road
Galesville, WI 54630

"Proud to be Smoke Free"

Just off of Hwy. 53 in Galesville

P4.44tAlwfroti '4r4

'1

ell

: III

G&G is a
member of:
1.)Greater South Houston
Chamber of Commerce
2.) Subscriber to the Better
Business Bureau Standard.
call 1-800-526-1993

APARTMENTS
:::
5:1
BEST OFF-CAMPUS
LOCATION
:::
t'
0
1/2 Block to Campus
I",

6.1

La
Laundromat * Gas Station
:...l :
Liquor Store* Groceries
A
Restaurants * other Shopping
0
Within 2 Blocks
:::
11"I

::
:::
I.:
::.
I.::
:
1.1

Restrictions:
01.--UAN D 0 FLORIDA:
4 Days, 3 Nights Accomodations Paid
at FLAG sins INN
Located next to Disney World. Epeot,
8i. Sea World,
Used first Iiight in Florida or anytime
after.

Gourmet Supper Specials
and Concerts.

You must confirm your reservation 60 days in a (ince
M
Traveler must provide transportation to arid from Florida,
Traveler mue.4 have proof of . eitizcnsh ip it Birthcertificate,
voters regist rat ion, NO PASSPORT REQUIRED.
Port er. Service Charges additional, Processing and
Reservation Charges
are *79 per person due at departnrc.

:11:
:•:
' U'

2 Bedroom Apartments
for 4 Tenants
Modern * Newly Remodeled
Central Air * Heat
Furnished * Carpeted
Sun Deck * Off-Street Parking
PJ'S

CAMPUS APAR T M E N T S
529 Huff Street
452-1234 *452-6638
Marc or Deb

..
.:
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Tempers
Flare

•

Top: Coach Les Wothke throws his hands up in
disgust at one of the referees decisions during
last Friday's game against UM-Morris in
McCown gym.
Mid three: Ray Winters gets in the face and
has a few words for a UM-Morris player before
the ref. steps in to break it up.
Lower left: A Cougar player holds back a
teammate from further action against a
Warrior player. As a result of the disagreement
between the Warriors and the Cougars, a
player from each side was ejected from the
game.
Lower right: Coach Les Wothke argues with
the referee as he tells the Coach to go sit
down.

C

Photos by: Angela Hanson, Brian Basham and Tamberlain Jacobs
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Sports
Men's volleyball undefeated in conference Women
struggle
on the
road

By DAVID BOEHLER
Assistant Sports Editor

Winona State's men's basketball
squad isn't the only team in first place
in their conference.
The men's volleyball club sits on
top of their division with a 5-0 record
after defeating the University of Wisconsin-Stout, 3-21ast Saturday in Wisconsin.
The team was scheduled to play
the University of Minnesota also, but
UW-Stout had to cancel the game due

to a conflict of gym time.
It took a lot of time (two and a half
hours) to put away the Blue Devils in
somewhat of an ugly style, according
to head coach Amy Kolbert.
She felt the team was flat all day,
never getting the offense going.
It showed in the first game as the
Warriors lost, 15-3.
"We were still cold and we weren't
adjusted to get into our rythym," said
Eric Lohmann.
After watching UW-Stout in their

warm-ups, Lohmann said, "I don't
WSU fought back to win the secthink we were confident.
ond game thanks to Stout's mistakes,
16-14.
In the third game, Winona man"We were determined
aged to tie the game at 11 but couldn't
pull out the game, losing 15-13.
to win and at this time
The Warriors were down two
we were confident we
games to one before they started to
could manage to win the
play the way they are capable of playing.
two games."
"We were determined to win and
Eric Lohmann at this time we were confident we
could manage to win the two games,"

said the hero of game four, Lohmann.
The team won game four, 17-16
with the help of Lohmann's many
blocks.
Kyle Matschke also came off the
bench for the spark the club needed.
Winona State won the fifth game,
played with the rally score, 15-10 to
seal the victory.
This Friday they are at Luther College and on Sunday the team is in
Mankato to play MSU and Gustavus
Adolphus.

KEVIN BECHARD

Sports Reporter

Warriors bid for title
WSU handles Morris
and Southwest
By DAVID BOEHLER.
Assistant Sports Editor

1
Angela anson nonan Staff
Ray Winter tries to recover the ball during a game against UM-Morris last Friday in McCown gym.

Ryan and
Rowe lead
track teams
By KEVIN BECHARD

Sports Reporter

It was another first place showing for Maureen
Ryan as the Winona State University's women's track
team competed Saturday at the UW-Stevens Point
Invitational.
Ryan's first place finish in two events helped the
women's team clinch fifth place of nine teams, with 44
points at the invitational.
Ryan came in with a time of 4:49.49 in the 1500meter run and a winning time of 2:24.93 in the open 800
meter run. Ryan alone earned 14 of her teams 44 points.
The host team, UW-Stevens Point, won with 133
points.
Ryan wasn't the only first place finisher for WSU as
Janet Holland also earned a first place finish in the
1000-meter run with a time of 3:18.40. Kendra Larson
also placed in two events.
Winona State University's men's team also scored
44 points placing them the upper half of eleven teams
coming in fifth. Craig Rowe led the men placing first in
the triple jump with 45-feet-9 1/4.
Mike Sarner set a Winona State record with a time of
51:52 in the 400-meter sprint, providing him with a
second place finish. UW-Stevens Point also won the
men's competition with 144 points.
The men will compete at UW-River Falls on Friday,
while the women's team will be traveling to the St. Olaf
Invitational on Saturday.

See Men, page 12

WSU 83, UM-Morris 71
WSU 87, Southwest State 84

Women's Basketball
WSU 61, Viterbo 57
Bemidji State 87, WSU 72
UM-Duluth 82, WSU 43

her five attempts.

Although Viterbo won the tipoff, Michele Ellinghuysen re-

sponded by picking off the pass
and taking the ball to the hoop

drawing a foul.
gllinemysen sunk the two
freethrows to spark Winona's 60 run with 17:371eft to go in the

firsthalf spurting a V-Hawk time
out!
WSU's defense sealed off their
opponents inside lane, and
forced> them to shoot from the
outside. Molly Dybevik was very
aggressive defensively.
Offensively the Warriors
penetrated the inside. The Warriors also passed the ball well,
which took precious time off the
clock for the V-Hawks.
Viterbo got their offense together and took their first one
point lead with eight minutes
left in the first half. WSU continued playing hard and led at halftime with the score of 26-2.5,
In the second half, the Warriors offense cooled down so mewhat, except for Field who scored
13 and von Allmen, who had 10
points in the second half alone.
Carrie Whalen hit two free
throws with 19 seconds left in
the game, but Viterbo did not
want to sit down early. It was a

See Women, page 12

Gymnasts beat Blue Devils,
Finish 5th at LaCrosse Invite
By DAVID BOEHLER
Assistant Sports Editor

Lack of depth is still hurting Winona State
University's gymnastics team.
The girls are either injured, sick, or new at
their routines, adding to an already stressful
season.
Winona faced the University of WisconsinStout on February 2, a team that faces similar
cut-backs like Winona due to money.
The difference of the two teams was the
talent of WSU as they beat the Blue Devils,
161.65-134.95.
Shannon Hayes, Rachelle Ellefson, and Melissa Green all had outstanding performances to
lead the Warriors.
Hayes won the all-around with a score of
35.05 and finished in first on the vault with a
9.15 and first on the floor exercise with a 9.2.
She finished second on the uneven parallel
bars, posting a score of 8.25 and receiving a 8.45
on the balance beam, good for third place.
Ellefson, a senior, took first on the beam with
a 8.95 and finished second to teammate Hayes
with a 9.0 on the floor.
Melissa Green's 8.55 on the bars was good
for first place, her 8.85 on the beam and 9.15 on
the floor were both enough for second place,
and her 8.25 gave her a third place finish on the
vault.
She finished in second place in the all-around

Last Week...
Men's Basketball

With only four conference games left on the schedule, the Winona State men's
basketball team looks poised to take the crown from long-time champion, University of Minnesota-Duluth.
There's only one obstacle that could halt the Warriors' chances and they just
happen to be in town this coming Saturday evening.
Northern State, tied with the Warriors for first place in the conference and
currently ranked number one in NAIA Division II, is Winona's guest for the team's
last home game of the season.
The Warriors then finish out their conference with three games on the road.
Not an easy task, but Winona State's only loss in the conference was on their
home court.
The team bounced back from Moorhead's upset by
defeating the University of Morris last Friday at
McGown Gym, 83-71.
"I don't feel I should
Hitting clutch free-throws clinched the victory for
have been ejected.
the Warriors.
In the last four and a half minutes of the contest,
It was just the heat
WSU went to the line 20 times, sinking 17 of them.
of the moment."
Five players scored in double figures with Donald
Jordan leading the way with a game-high 20 points.
Mike Statz had 14, Rodney Ousley 13, Eric Plitzuweit
Rodney Ousley
11, and Ray Winter added 10 points for Winona.
Ousley would have scored more, but he was ejected
along with Morris player Mike McKowen for an altercation in the second half.
Ousley was sent to the floor hard while attempting
a break-away lay-up which led to the scuffle.
Ousley feels the whole thing was blown out of
proportion.
"I don't feel I should have been ejected. It was just the heat of the moment," says
Ousley.
The Warrior defense handcuffed the Cougars, allowing only six points in the first
seven minutes of the game.
Winona State opened up a 14 point lead with 5:45 to play in the first half before
Morris cut it down to a eight point margin.
Eric Plitzuweit hit a long three-pointer as the half ended to put WSU up by 11, 3928.
After the Ousley-McKowen conflict, the Warriors opened up their biggest lead
of the game, 59-42 with 8:31 left to play.
Again the Cougars cut into the lead thanks to Jason Cordes and Chris Runsewe,
who finished the game with 20 and 19 points, respectively.
With just under five minutes to play, the score was 61-53, Warriors.
Then the Warriors were sent to the line where they wrapped up the game.
Randall Herbst was a sparkplug, hitting 6-8 free throws.
"Coach tells me before every game that I have to be ready when called upon,"
Herbst said.

The question of who wanted
to win more was answered by
Winona State University's
women's basketball team in the
Last minuteofthe Tuesday night's
game against Viterbo College in
McCown Gym.
Upon entering the game, the
V-Hawks of Viterbo were looking for their eighth win, while
the Wairiors were looking at
number 11 for their overall
record.
The win would not have been
the same without key player
Vickie Field. Field dominated
the scoreboard for both teams by
scoring a season high of 30 points,
which pushed WSU to a 61-57
win.
Field's game was next to perfect, and her only two flaws was
an air ball in the second half and
one foul. She brought down five
rebounds and proved why she
was a 70% shooter from the free
throw line by hitting four out of

behind Hayes with a score of 34.80.
On Saturday the team competed in the University of La Crosse Ernest Gershon Invitational, finishing in last place.
It isn't as bad as it sounds as the Warriors
and the rest of the teams all were within five
points of each other.
"We thought we had a good chance going
in, but losing by five, that isn't that bad, said
Shannon Pohl. "We had a lot of problems and
little mistakes that added up. Overall, we
haven't been able to pull together as a team."
Gustavus Adolphus won the event with a
score of 138.75.
Following Gustavus was host La Crosse137.9, Hamline-135.8, UW-River Falls-133.4,
and WSU-133.25.
Shannon Hayes again won the all-around
with a score of 35.5 and placed first on the bars
with a 9.05.
Melissa Green took ninth on both the allaround and the vault with scores of 33.35 and
8.55 respectively.
Both Hayes and Green tied for fourth on the
floor exercise with a score of 9.2.
Rachelle Ellefson took first place on the
floor routine with her personal best of 9.5.
Shannon Pohl finished in 11th place in the
all-around with a 32.55 and got a vault score of
8.4.
The team is off for two weeks before taking on
Hamline University in Minneapolis.

Tamberlain Jacobs/Photo Editor
Shannon Hayes performed her routine on the uneven bars last
Tuesday night for the gymnastics meet against UW- Stout.

This Week ...
Men's Volleyball
WSU 3, UW-Stout 2
Gymnastics
WSU 161.65, UW-Stout 134.95
LaCrossse Invitational 5th
Indoor Track and Field
Men's 5th
Women's 5th

Men's Basketball
Northern State
Sat., Feb. 13, 7:30 p.m.
McCown Gym

Women's Basketball
at Northern State
Fri., Feb. 12, Aberdeen, S.D.
at Southwest State
Sat., Feb. 13, Marshall, MN.
UW-Stout
Mon., Feb. 15 7p.m. McCown
Gym

Indoor Track and Field
at Blain, Sat., Feb. 13

Men's Volleyball
at Mankato State
Sun., Feb. 14

Women's Tennis
Carletin College
Sat., Feb. 13 5p.m.
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Women bowlers
finish second for
the season

Women in Sports

KEVIN BECHARD
Sports Reporter

The trip to the Twin Cities for the Minnesota Intercollegiate Bowling
Conference proved to be a competitive one for the WSU women bowlers. The
team came in fourth out of seven schools.
University of Minnesota-Duluth, one of the top teams in the conference,
finished in first, Mankato followed in second, and North Dakota State came in
third.
Chrissy Kamenske, who has been a top bowler for WSU in the past few years,
had a good play-off game and helped to give WSU a good reputation among
other schools in the conference.
"We did good in the playoffs, but I felt as if we could have done better
because of our top bowlers," said Coach Joe Reed.
The women's team will be losing four seniors this year; Chrissy Kamenske,
Danielle Cowan, Anne Patricelli, and Michelle Seidel. The team is looking for
replacements, and those who are interested should talk to Joe Reed in the
Union. The men's team is also looking for recruits.
The women had a good season and finished in second place behind Mankato
State University.

Do you enjoy hiking, fishing, biking,
skiing or any other outdoor activity then
the Winonan Outdoors columnist is the
position for you. ( Quarterly salary $50.)

Courtesy of Photo Services

National Girls and Women in Sports Day was
celebrated at Winona State University last Tuesday night in McCown Gym. The gymnasts kicked
off the nation-wide celebration at 5:30 p.m. by
defeating the University of Wisconsin-Stout Blue

Devils 161.65 to 134.95. The women's basketball team then entertained Viterbo College
defeating the V-Hawks 61-57. WSU's female
athletes were honored in a parade of athletes
during half-time of the basketball game.

Women

Continued from page 11

two point lead for the Warriors with nine seconds 'They were shooting a hot 81% from the line,
left in the game, and they were clinging to the which put pressure on us not to fouL"
lead.
Winona's squad was led by Field with 30
Field was fouled with three seconds left, and points, followed by von Allmen with a total of 14
her two free throws sealed the win for WSU.
points and 10 rebounds. Tina Esch followed with
"Sure I was nervous, but I told myself in my seven points. Ellinhuysen grabbed seven remind to go through the motions, think positively, bounds.
Revenge has been on the minds of the Benidji
and say swish," said Field.
It must have worked because this is exactly players ever since their last meeting with WSU,
what happened.
where the Warriors won in overtime.
"We knew that this was a competitive team,
Only this time, the game did not end inthe
and that they were playing on emotion- ready to same way for Winona State, as theyfell to BSU by
win. What helped us was the home court advan- the score of 87-52.
Michele Ellinghuysen of WSU surprised BSU
tage and the technical foul on Viterbo coach Jeff
Pacm," said Winona's head coach Terri Sheridan. by putting 25 points on the board and by snagging

lOrebounds. Tina Esch was the only other Warrior
who scored in double digits with 14 points. Carrie
Whalen and Vickie Field each had nine points,
and Whalen grabbed nine rebounds.. Von Allmen
followed with seven points.
Although the Warrior offense did well putting
points on the board, they could not stop Bemidji
from scoring.
Four BSU players scored in double figures.
Cathy Anderson led her team with 21 points,
teammate Jenny Loeck put in 19 points, followed
by Alyssa Bilben with 12, and Kelly Harvey came
in the rear with 11.
The Warriors led Bemidji at halftime by four
points- 41-37, but BSU came back with 50 in the
second half, which the Warriors offense had
trouble keeping up with. Winona shot 44.4%
from the field for the game.
The only positive thing that happened for the
Warriors on Saturday afternoon at University of
Minnesota - Duluth was the fact that they were
15-18 from the free throw line.
The flee throw shooting was the only highlight in their 82-43 loss to the Lady Bulldogs. The
loss dropped the Warriors to 3-6 in the Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference and 11-11 overall.
WSU could not find the mark with their field
goal shots, and made 13 of their 46 attempts
(28%). Field was the only Warrior in double
digits with 12 points, and Tina Esch and Kathleen
Maxwell each followed with six points.

APPLY AT THE WINONAN,
KRYZSKO COMMONS

Men

Continued from page 11,

Perry Ford, coach of the Cougars,
With three and a half minutes to
go, the lead was down to 8 at 80-72.
felt his team wasn't ready at all.
"When you're not ready, you seem SSU scored the next six points to
to be a step behind. I give them a lot of cut the lead to two, 80-72 with 58
credit though. They were quick and a seconds remaining.
"We had the knife in their back, we
lot of shots they made, we were right
in their face. They made some tough just weren't twisting and turning it,"
said Herbst.
shots."
30 seconds were left when Eric
Winona State then faced Southwest
Plitzuweit made a basket and was
State inMarshal, Minn on Saturday.
They hung on again for the victory, fouled.
87-84, to stay tied for first place with
He made the free-throw to put his
team up, 83-78.
Northern State.
Donald Jordan paced the Warriors
Damon Scott and Ray Winter later
with his game-high 28 points.
made two free-throws each to give the
Warriors the 87-84 win.
Ray Winter put in 17 points.
At the half the Warriors led 45-35
but knew Southwest's star Andre
Beasley was still waiting to bring back
his team.
And that he did.

"We knew that this was a competitive team, and that they were playing on emotion- ready to win. What
helped us was the home court advantage and the technical foul on
Viterbo coach Jeff Pacm.
They were shooting a hot 81 % from
the line, which put pressure on us
not to foul."

Terri Sheridan

Marne Olds/Winonan Staff
Molly Dybevik goes for the basket at a game last Tuesday against Viterbo College in
McCown gym.

Warriors 61, V-Hawks 57
VITERBO (57)

Duell 0-5 0-0 0, Paggl 7-21 4-4 18,
Gile 6-10 2-2 14, Jankowski 2-5 3-3 7,
Prondzinskl 6-14 4-4 16, Everson 1-1
0-0 2, Jankowski 0-0 0-0 0, Eisen 0-1
0-0 0.
Totals. 22-57 13-16 57.
WINONA STATE (61)

Whalen 2-7 2-2 6, Field 12-18 4-5
30, von Alimen 7-14 0-0 14, Esch
3-13 1-3 7, Ellinghuysen 0-3 2-2 2,
Boudreau 0-1 0-0 0, Southworth 0-0
0-0 0, Stanislawski 0-0 0-0 0, Maxwell 0-0 0-0 0, Dybevlk 1-2 0-0 2.
Totals: 25-58 9-12 61.
.25 32-57
Viterbo
.26 35-61
Winona State

3-point goals: Field 2. Rebounds:
Viterbo 38 (Glle 10), WSU 35 (von
Allmen 10). Turnovers: Viterbo 21,
WSU 20. Total fouls: Viterbo 15,
WSU 13. Fouled out: Ellinghuysen.

Beavers 87, Warriors 72
WINONA STATE (72)

Whalen 3-7 3-6 9, Field 2-14 5-6 9,
von Alimen 3-10 1-3 7, Esch 5-11 2-7 14,
Ellinghuysen 12-16 1-2 25, Boudreau
0-1 0-0 0, Southworth 0-0 0-0 0, Stanislawski 0-0 0-0 0, Lucas 0-0 0-0 0, Maxwell 2-2 0-0 4, Dybevik 1-2 2-4 4.
Totals: 28-63 14-28 72.
BEMIDJI STATE (87)

Noel 2-4 3-4 8, Anderson 9-14
3-3 21, Harvey 4-6 3-7 11, Bilben
4-11 4-4 12, Loeck 6-18 5-6 19,
Logghe 1-4 2-2 4, Safranskl 1-3
2-2 4, Moheinitzky 0-0 0-2 0, Stehr
0-0 0-0 0, Froelich 0-3 0-1 0, Faul
1-4 0-0 2, Crowell 3-6 0-0 6, Vanderploeg 0-1 0-0 0.
Totals: 31-7522-31 87.
3-point goals: Esch 2, Noel,
Loeck 2. Rebounds: WSU 45
(Whalen 13), BSU 52 (Anderson
10). Turnovers: WSU 21, BSU 20.
Total fouls: WSU 22, BSU 26.
Fouled out: Esch, Crowell.

Julie Coughlin of Duluth led both squads with
14 points, and six of her teammates scored seven
or more points.
The game did not look promising for the
Warriors at halftime, with a score of 46-19.
Not only was the final scoring lopsided, but so
was the rebounding as Duluth controlled the
boards, 47-26.
22 turnovers did not help the Warrior effort
either.
The next game for the Warriors will be a nonconference one at 6:45 on Tuesday night against
Quincy College in Quincy, Illinois.

Lady Bulldogs 82,
Warriors 43
WINONA STATE (43)

Brian Basham/Asst. Photo Editor

Rodney Ousley hangs around and has a few words for a
Morris defender after one of his dunks Friday night.
Warriors 83, Cougars 71
UM-MORRIS (71)

Warriors 87, Mustangs 84
WINONA STATE (87)

Rensewe 7-18 1-2 19, Rood 00-0 0, Notch 4-5 5-8 13, Humi 0-1
0-0 0, Cordes 7-13 4-6 20, McKowen 0-0 0-0 0, Kytonen 3-8 0-0 9,
Schroeder 3-11 0-0 6, Meyer 2-3
0-2 4. Totals: 26-60 10-18 71.

Statz 1-3 0-0 3, Ousley 2-4 2-2 6,
Winter 7-10 3-4 17, Scott 0-5 2-2 2,
Jordan 12-19 3-4 28, Thorsell 2-3 0-0
5, Plltzuweit 5-11 1-1 15, Conway 4-5
3-4 11. Totals: 33-60 14-17 87.

Boudreau 2-6 1-2 5, Esch 2-3 2-2 6,
StanIslawski 2-6 0-0 4, Lucas 0-0 2-2 2,
Ellinghuysen 2-6 0-0 4, Maxwell 1-5
4-4 6, Whalen 1-1 0-0 2, Field 4-16 2-3
12, Overby 0-0 1-2 1, von Allmen 1-5
0-0 2, Dybevlk 0-2 0-0 0.
Totals: 13-46 15-18 43.

WINONA STATE (83)

Posch 1-2 0-0 2, Erickson 3-50-0 6,
Duncan 3-5 1-3 7, Erickson 1-6 2-2 4,
Hansen 1-1 3-4 5, Belanger 3-8 0-0 8,
Tralle 3-7 2-2 8, Shold 5-9 0-0 10, Larino 2-4 2-4 6, Foulkes 0-0 0-0 0, Rademacher 3-4 1-3 7, Coughlin 7-8 0-0 14,
Guldinger 2-6 0-0 4.
Totals: 34-67 11-17 82.
3-point goals: Field, Erickson, Belanger 2. Rebounds: WSU 26 (Ellinghuysen 5), UM-D 47 (Erickson 6).
Turnovers: WSU 22, UM-D 16. Total
fouls: WSU 21, UM-D 17. Fouled out:
none.

Statz 3-4 6-8 14, Ousley 5-11
3-4 13, Winter 4-9 2-2 10, Scoff 3-7
0-0 9, Jordan 5-11 9-10 20, Thorsell
0-0 0-0 0, Herbst 0-0 6-8 6, Plitzuwelt 4-7 0-0 11, Conway 0-2 0-0 0,
Totals: 24-51 26-32 83.
UM-Morris
28 43-71
Winona State
39 44-83
3-poInt goals: Runsewe 4, Cordes 2, Kytonen 3, Statz 2, Scott 3, Jordan PlItzuweit 3. Rebounds: UMMorris 32 (Notch, Schroeder 9), WSU
36 (Ousley 11). Turnovers: UMMorris 11, WSU 9. Total Fouls: UMMorris 20, WSU 18. Fouled out:
Kytonen.

UM-Duluth (82)

SOUTHWEST STATE (84)

Beasley 11-17 1-2 25, Hutcheson
3-3 2-2 8, Brown 6-11 2-4 14, Edwards
2-3 0-0 4, Ashley 6-12 0-0 16, Gardner-Ransom 1-4 1-2 4, Honer 1-5 5-5
7, Kern 0-1 0-0 0, Reeves 2-2 0-0 6.
Totals: 32-58 11-15 84.
Winona State
45 42-87
Southwest State
35 49-84
3-point goals: Statz, Jordan, Thorsell, Plitzuweit 4, Beasley 2, Ashley 4,
Gardner-Ransom, Reeves 2. Rebounds:
WSU 29 (Ousley 7), SSU 27 (Brown,
Honer 6); Turnovers: WSU 10, SSU 10.
Total Fouls: WSU 13, SSU 17. Fouled
out: None.
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To THE.101) IN NIV HALLTHANKYOU FOR THE NIORNINGS I FEED YOU, THE Nuarrs
PVE HELD YOU. I LOVE VOL:
WITH ALL NIV HEART w
KITKAT

YO NO VEO EL FUTURO, PER()
QUIERO TENERTE AQUI CONMIGO!
FELIZ DIA DE SAN VALENTINE!
AMO JOSE! X0X-MICHELLE!

The w'alks we walk
1 he talks we talk
There'll never be another.
Happy V-Day.
Love your wife

Mother and Father,
Happy Valentine's Day!

I just want to tell you
both how much I Love
you both. I Love you.
Barry

Aimeister, I wish you the best in
seeking Out Mr. Mystery Man
CC have a happy Valentines Day
•Your Buddy MG.

THERE'S
JUST SOMETHING
ABOUT YOU

Uh
La,
You make me feel soo good
inside.
I want you to know that if
do get married I'll treat yon
like a (;oddess. That's onl ■
because you are.
Love Nick

MR. COBB,
I love you very much
and miss you often.
You're the best Dog in
the whole world.
Love Your Master

MONJ DAD ALL T H E WAY
FRONI IVINONA. I wish you a
Happy Valentines Day. I know
your Day will be brightned w it h
me home. Lo% e Ionic

Love of my Life,
I live, eat, sleep and dream you. I
know that things are tough right
now but as I told you, your the
One I'll marry.
Love your poopy butt.

Schris,
How about a Mega Margarita on me
next time?
Trip

Dear Rosie,
Just for the record, you
didn't sleep with me, I
slept with you.
Love Bob H.

TI) \I- OUR SECOND
VALEN • IN•'S DAY I 0-

Gurvu-K TIIA
Ot FOR
ALL THE JOY.
GLAD WE
MADE IT'ifiRot•car
vot . BA BY

Lysser,
HEY BABE!

Hubba, Ilubba
Happy Birthday.
Love Matt

St.T
You left mc once
but you came back.
you left me twice
and my heart broke.
I don't understand why
but inside I've died.
ONLY THE LONELY

Andrew and .Jamie,
You're the greatest, sweetest
little nephews any uncle
could ask for.
Love Uncle Barry
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Classifieds
HELP WANTED

Apartment available. 2 male, 2
bedroom, Lease July 1st.
Call Jane at 454-7683 between 123:00, 6:00-10:00.

$2004500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy!
No selling. You're paid direct. Fully
Guarenteed. FREE Information-24
hour Hotline. 801-379-2900.

PERSONALS

Igloo Masters* EXTRA INCOME "93"*
The sun does shine outside! All
EARN $200-$500 WEEKLY Mail- you have to do is open the door!
ing 1993 UWTI travel brochures. For
-Roomy
more informaiton send self addressed
envelope to: Travel INC., P.O. Box
2530, Miami, FL 3316.
Barney The Purple DinosaurGet the hell out of my head!
-Adolecently Insane

FOR SALE

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89 Mercedes.
$200
86 VW
$50
87 Mercedes
$100
65 Mustang
$50
ro
Choose from thousands starting
$50. FREE information-24 Hour
Hotline. 801-379-2929.

•
'

S.S. WaterBED
SEMI-WAVELESS

ShortlegsI'm really glad that we got everything out in the open! You mean too
much to me to let all of these petty
arguments ruin our friendship! All we
have to do is keep the line of communication open! I love you like a sister!
-Stumblefoot
ButtnuggetHey Babe! Anytime you're up for a
game of cards just let me know! I'm
sure I'll kick your butt yet again!
-Jen

$100/B.O. 454-1181 SHANE

SproutHey Sisty! Don't worry, everything
will work out just fine! All you have to
do is believe in yourself and get a
backbone! Just stop rationalizing everything!!! I'm really going to miss you
Get started early for best selection. those six months! How dare you go
Apartments available for 93-94 half the world away! I love you!
school year, 1-3 blocks from campus,
-Pooter
most include heat, furnished, reasonSchrisably priced. Edstrom Properties, Call
MEGA MARGARITA night! I'm
454-1909.
there! I still think that you cheat at
Roommates wanted for Fall of '93. speed! I know that in another state of
1 Block from campus, heat paid $210/ mind, !would have beaten you 9 times
month/person, Spacious apartment, out of 10! Why must you be so imnon-smokers, laundry facilities. Call mune? It's no fun!
453-0672, ask for Matt.
-Trip
Apartment available. 5 male or
Tomfemale, 2 blocks from campus. Lease
I can't believe you actually did it!
begins July 1st.
Congrats! I knew you wouldn't let me
Apartment available. 2 male or down!
female, 2 bedroom. Lease beginsJuly
-Steve
1st.

FOR RENT

,7 1.. .

Master ChrisThank you so much for not even
Jen Squaredcaring if I was returned to you or not! I
Really, one of these days I'm going thought you really loved me! Whatto get a moment of free time and stop everthe case, I'm glad I'm home again!
by to get caught up! I miss having you Give that nice woman who returned
right across the hall! How inconvienent! me to you ANYTHING she wants!
-Jen W
-Corneilus
ollieLyssGood luck with your lifetime career
No matter what my excuse is make
me get my butt out of bed at 6:45! I at the post! I'll think of you often while
need ITI Aladdin was THE best movie! working at the docks!
-Arian
"HELLO!' Let's dance our butts off
Pocketstonight!
Just remember we'rewatching you!
-Jen
Keep your hand in your pants and not
Dear Pyroon the cake!
You light up my life!
-B
-Dura Flame
Dear LandlordBeckyWhen I first :started renting from
That was the greatest date I never you I thought walls were supposed to
went on! Thank God for the phone retain heat not cold! I'm freezing my
Heh?
nads off! Don't ever walk in the house
-Dodged again
again while I'm naked!
-T'd off
Smaug CooksYour food's great! But, I can't afford
another roll. Keep up the good work!
-Chubby
GREEKS & CLUBS

DaveThanks for the drinks on Friday
night! I think I'm developing a taste for
Corona! Next time we'll order another
pitcher all for Dawn!
-Jen

WI Winona Strivetitualewsp er

CigNNIm: ntw®TUng

SS #

Address

Sold by

Dty/State/Lp

Billing

Phone

Type

Date (s) to Run

Classification

No of Lines

Each member of your frat,
sorority. team, club. etc.
pitches in just one hour
and your group can raise
51.000 in just a few days!

Bob & TracyCongatulations on your engagement! You couldn't have found a better woman to join our family! Wish I
could see you more often, but distance
keeps us apart! Kick it on the one Baby
Pop!
-Love your Brother

National

Local

Student

Total Cost

Rate

Ad Copy
One letter per space - include spaces and puncuation double underline words to be bold type

No cost. No obligation.

HM111111111111 I MillMil
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CONTACT LENS

I

AP&

6 9 2991
Par I

WHAT'S UP 99 ? 99 Not a Damn
thing!!!!!!

100% Satisfaction!

Send Nane,Address,Rx and checkl
payable to: STUDEW SERVICES,

760 NW 65th Ave.,Plantation,
Lorida 33317
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Absolute lowest prices!

T MANIf watching butts was a sport, you'd
go to the Olympics!!!
-Iggy

Prepaid

Billed

Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself!
1-800/932-0528, ext. 65

Dear Paper BoyGet it through your head! When no
one answers the door, it means that no
one's home!
-Love, Subscriber
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY from
the WINONAN!

TOT

itlonkn

Name

$1,000 AN HOUR!

Happy Valentines Day to all
Women! If it weren't for you, the world
would be filled with sorrow!
p.s. Send gifts to Cupid.

Advertise In the WINONAN!! Send
messages to your friends, advertise,
or get to know someone through our
personals! Students-only .25/line!
All ads must be prepaid at the Cashiers office 107 Somsen. Deadline 12
noon on Fridays.
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Caesars Campus Pleaser!

1993's Best *due on Campus!

Just ask for the Campus Pleaser.

V

452 - 8752

• 2 Small Pizzas
with cheese & 1 topping*
eAcludes e.vtra cheese

1201 GILMORE AVE.

• 2 pops 06 oz. size)

98
p lus tax

• 2 four piece orders
of Crazy Bread
• Crazy Sauce for dipping

Mix or Match
your Pizzas
Pan ! Pan ! (2 square pan pizzas)
Pizza! Pizza! (2 round pizzas)
•Or one of each!
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Buy any Caesars sandwich, 11
11

Tuesday is Tvvosday!

11

get the identical sandwich

I
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FREE!

■

(1 square pan pizza and 1 round pizza) ■
■
I
1
ate
Ude Caesars.
■
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Expires: 2/17/93

■ ■
■■

Quick Slice Days!

.750

i:

plus
tax

Pepperoni or Italian Sausage
Wednesday & Thursday only
11:00 am - 2:00 pm
2 slice minimum

1 II

Little Caesars DPIzzal

NO 1111 m me E. —

li11 :1 Little Caesars'

Expires: 2/17/93
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